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Trustee Weekend Generates
Action on College Policy
by Martha Oesch - .. '
v and L A. Blum
A minor victory was won by the
Divestment Coalition of 1 he

students, trustees, faculty and
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of: the religious
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be formed for the
purpose of making recommendacommunity

-

tions concerning Wooster's investments and- - discussed the
issue of divestment in corporations in South- - Africa with the
trustees present.
The students, agreed that the
trustees were, on the whole,

.

to form a
when the trustees-agreecommittee to kxk into, -- the
College's investment policy.
The formation of the committee
was requested by the Divestment
Coalition, a group of students,
d

faculty and administrators

responsive.
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"They asked

concerned with . the .issue of' questions and seemed willing to
Wooster's shares in 25 U.S.
listen," said Lynette Parker,
corporations in South Africa.
senior, "however, they made it A festival of fall colors can be found amidst the foliage near the Miner's Pond area. Here, Wooster
The group saw the meeting as a
clear ...that their biggest concern is students are often lost in reverie beneath an oak or contemplating the future as they gaze into the
necessary first step, according to with the financial impact on the mirrored pond. Photo by Sue Mertz.
..
';
Jairaj Daniel, junior. Now "the
College.-.Thedon't see the1 whole
issue has been raised in a more
issue Jn terms of the' moral
formal sense without either camp
aspect."
assuming a prerogative to taking
Though- - the Coalition was
by David Ward
deployment of nuclear weapons, was from these directives that
the first step."
concerned with presenting the
The United" Nations declared
Trustee weekend opened with a , humanistic view. President
and of missiles and aircraft Westminster Peacemakers was
reception for students and Copeland, present for parts of the this week as International designed primarily to deliver born.
- Today, more than 25 dedicated
trustees in - Lowry Center Pit meetings, brought in the theories Disarmament Week. Around the nuclear weapons.
p.m. Two movies
faculty and community
Friday from
students',
of Karl Marx, "projecting," in the world people have been,
Peacemakers
Westminster
were shown. Last Crave at
have been working for over a year members are involved in the work
words of Jairaj Daniel, "his own participating - in demonstrations,
docu- Dimbaza, a
on peacemaking issues as an of this group. They are responsible
presuppositions on our motives." vigils, discussions and programs
outgrowth of the 1980 Peace ior the showing of. Dr. Helen
mentary on Apartheid filmed
Daniel continued: "I would aimed at lessening the risk of
illegally in South Africa, and a
Symposium. The- Global Caldicott's lecture to the
further say that Henry Copeland nuclear war. Here at the College,
film brought by one of the
"The
should go back to graduate school Westminster Peacemakers have
Committee of Cleveland . City Club
Concerns
trustees filmed by the South and reread Karl Marx," terming been sponsoring several activities
Westminster Presbyterian Medical Consequences of Nuclear
Church decided that it was an. Wat" r six times this week. The
African government, showing the the : president s theory that in an effort to draw the community
progress made by the government
is a . devastating
corporations mean industriali into the national movement to halt . important aspect of the church's video-tap- e
in race relations.
zauorv which '. wul ' effect the . the nuclear "arms', race.' They are ministry to' actively work for 'presentation that reaBstically deals
Senior Lee Torch, who led the creation of a proletariat, leading to specifically working on the. peace. 1 he uenerai Assemoiy oi with the medical implications ot
pit stop, said the trustee's film was ' revolution, "a fundamental bilateral nuclear weapons freeze
the United Presbyterian Church nuclear war. Students will have the
which calls on the United States
unexpected, but was glad he had misinterpretation of Marx."
instructed Presbyterian churches opportunity to view the final
- across the country "to make
Soviet
Union
halt
and
the
the
to
taken enough interest in the issue
fconf. on p. 5)
Je"sting, production and. peacemaking a mission priority. It todau in the Film Preview Room of
to bring it.
Andrews .library. The . Peace
Danny Aidoo, who was present
makers are sponsoring a vigil at
at the pit stop, termed the second,
film "appalling." After seeing the
noon today, in Lowry 119, to meet
film for the sixth time,
for prayer. Biblical readings and
'
Aidoo said: "If in 1976 such a
reflection on their tasks as
Financial Aid at the College. "The students have no place to rum."
n
exist-oHow
is
Thompson
It
the
by
Jerry
peacemakers.
Wooster
earth,
this
from
Financial
is
system can
Christian
cuts are coming and coming hard;
Since President Reagan took we have an administration that is Aid Office reacting to . the
then I don't know where we are
the Christian , faith that the
office in January, his commitment
going; whether we are progressing
Peacemakers find the basis for
dedicated to it. We m the continual budget cuts? Orehovec
to shrinking the national budget educational community have a relates that an important factor in their work. The public is invited to ,
or regressing."
has remained firm. In August, he heck of a challenge ahead of us." their response has been to think in attend the vigil.
- "The movie," he concluded,
signed the Omnibus Reconcilia"speaks for itself."
- Westminster Peacemakers are
Dean Orehovec does not expect terms of more than one year at a
- The films were viewed by a
tion' Act, cutting from the budget the cuts in the area of financial aid time. "When President Reagan
also collecting signatures on he
Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze
mixture of students, trustees and 35 billion dollars. Since that time, to stop with those which have took office, we didn't take the
townspeople, and were followed David Stockman has announced already taken place. He believes approach of waiting to see what
Petition.. There is a resolution
happened, nor did we begin before the. Ohio General
by a discussion of Apartheid and an additional 77 million dollars in the changes in the GSL program
Assembly, S.J.R. 33, which calls
the issue of divestment. Although cuts desired by 1984. As most will have "little or no effect on - panicking and developing
one student termed the pit stop college students know, several of saving money; the cost of the whimsical approaches to dealing for a halt to the nuclear arms race.
"rather emotional. ..so the the budget changes took place in program is not with current loans, with the problem.. We instead set Peacemakers across7 Ohio are.,
- discussion was more of a conflict areas which affected financial aid. but with those already given out." out to determine
the best collecting signatures, 100000 in
.i
. t n
man
an open rlorum oi
For example, Guaranteed' Student He looks for more cuts before the estimation of what to expect from total, to present to the state
ideas,
rr l 1
L:
i
i. in on cuuri
Torch responded: "So seldom on Loans (GSL), formerly available end of the year, 'conjecturing that the government. We developed
legislature
iu ouncve
this campus do we ever have real to all students regardless of the attempt will be to make the plans and searched deeply into
.
This
their- endorsement.
.
n
passion being shown. ..Without . financial circumstances, are now GSL a program based solely on increasing Our funding. We made
enoorsemeni anai.iine pennons win
stepping on the integrity of people, available only to students with need, with an increase in the an attempt to get to the residence , then be" used to influence' our
federal representatives in Wash- - it is important to get out annual family incomes, under origination fee and some or all of halls and to other groups on
campus
felt
rnake
sure
financial
inaton and President Reaaan. This that
the
students
to.
$30,000, unless
frustrations." Torch
need has the interest to be paid back' while
petition campaign is an important i
' people - present "reacted with been , demonstrated. A "loan in school.
Though Orehovec says were aware of our concern and of
legitimate, outrage," terming this origination fee," which is five he was "opposed" to the GSL as a the fact that we were on top of the
response "an outlet which is percent of the total loan, has also program open to everyone, he situation. Against the frustration
for a move towards disarrnarnent.
Petition campaigns are currently ""
always kind of negatecTorf this, been added to the GSL, and is paid fears --that under further such of possibly not knowing what was
happen
August,
going
until
by
to
we
campus," condemned
the view when the student receives the changes the program "will just
states m ine '
going on iru.
country. Similar resolutions are. "went ahead and made financial
that "reacting emotionally is not loan. Likewise, the National Direct .break."
Student Loan, another important " As for - the type of student aid) awards; our projections were
oetore me state legislatures ot
reacting legitimately."..
Cathy C las per, senior, and also assistance for needy students, has Orehovec anticipates will be in the very close to what actually
states. The legislatures of Oregon,
New "York
Massachusetts and
a member of the coalition, said had its interest rate raised and its most painful position. It is fthose happened." This year, the Office
u c
I
J.. ciuuxu
J . I uwe
"People were really being moved budget appropriations "lowered.
i uw cuiauy
students who have always had it " plans to do the same as if prepares
riixw
.
1982-83for
Orehovec and his staff
and several more are expected to
for once." Both felt everyone was Similarly, the maximum' Pell difficult, those from
dp so in the near' future. The
are estimating further cuts, and he
given equal opportunity to. speak. Grant (formerly known as the families with no discretionary
Coalition Basic Educational Opportunity income; students who are unable himself is remaining "personally . message of the people is becoming
of
the
Six members
met with " members of the. Grant) per year has been lowered to write home for $50 to make it involved" with Washington to stay
through the quarter, or who do not on top , of the matter.' Like; ' 7"- The idea of the Freeze is one
Investment Committee, on to $1670 from $1800 last fall.
Saturday morning. The Coalition ,The writing is on the wall," have the $20 or $25. to buy a new Wooster, reports Orehovec, ' that Is acceptable to people pf
many different 'ideologies."
presented an initial proposal that a according to Paul Orehovec,; pair of shoes "if they need them, j "financial aid communities across
'
(cont. on p..7)
joint committee .comprised of Associate Dean and Director of When money is tight,
(corrf. onp. 9) .
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Peacemakers Support Bilateral Freeze
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Reagan's Budget Cuts Inspire Creative Financial Aid;
Wooster Reacts with Substantial Appropriations Increase
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Weapons Race:
Consequences Unthinkable
U.S.-Sovi-

orum

et

VOICE
KeunGrubb

Dave T. Ward and Ann M. Vial
Guest Editorial by . .
The United States and the Soviet Union are engaged in a nuclear arms
race of unthinkable consequences. Strategists on both sides discuss the
possibilities of limited nuclear war. Americans and Soviets rfisntss
For all those involved in the Divestment Coalition, the culmination of nuclear war as if it were a reality, and it becomes more of a reality every
many week's worth of thankless research occurred last Saturday day as the two superpowers challenge each other with an insane
morning at a breakfast with several trustees on the Investment
Committee for the College. During the course of the breakfast
Tragically, we do not hear the very words we utter. We do not
conversation, or rather, debate, a decided discrepancy surfaced comprehend the irreversability of a 'nuclear holocaust We do not
regarding the most practical, peaceful method through which The comprehend the extent or the horror of the destruction. And we do not
College of Wooster could exercise its opposition to the current consider the challenge it makes to the continued existence of the human
Apartheid system of oppression in South Africa. For those students and race.
faculty who may have missed the film and Pit Stop on this issue last
arms race had its origin with the tragic irttroduction
The U.S.U-S.S.R- .
Friday and the subsequent debate on whether or not divestment is a of the atomic bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is the United States
practical tactic toward the end of Apartheid, here is a brief
of who introduced these weapons against the innocent cKrifians of
the trustees' principle argument against divesting Wooster 's stocks in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Soviets have never used nuclear weapons
South Africa.
against other human beings. Nuclear weapons evolved into a major
According to most of the trustees, the (partial) solution to the problem element of the Cold War and soon became the primary force in the
of Apartheid rule is not divestment, but rather, increased investment in balance of power struggle of the two superpowers. U.S. security refied
U.S. corporations located in South Africa. Their theory is based on the on the doctrine of massive nuclear retaliation as a means to punish
premise that if the US. gives South African workers the chance to build Soviet adventurism. As both sides built up their nuclear capabilities,
up strong labor unions by providing blacks, Coloreds and Asians with American strategists developed the MAD. strategy Mutual Assured
jobs, these unions could somehow rally together and impose their Destruction. "Mutual Assured Destruction" is indeed mad. Fear has
demands upon white South African politicians. It is believed that the never prevented aggression; more often it precipitates
American labor union system, which ostensibly meets the demands of its attack
"do unto others before they do unto you." The catch in that is
people, will work similarly in South Africa.
that it will not matter who strikes first; destruction is mutually assured.
The Divestment Coalition's fundamental theory is that by the very However, at this time, nuclear war became unthinkable and the
nature of the Apartheid government, which seeks to maintain white existence of nuclear forces were considered to be deterrents to their
supremtst policies, labor unions are an impotent solution to the problem. actual use.
When pass laws are enforced to govern the types of activities black labor
Today, American strategists and politicans are talking about the
workers may engage in, the possibility that blacks can organize into labor possibility of a limited nucjear war. We have advanced to the thinkable.
unions is, at best, remote. Steven Biko, a South African black We can now think in terms of a limited holocaust. One can wage a "fittfe"
consciousness leader who became involved in clandestine and overt nuclear war as easily as one can be a "little" pregnant. We accept
labor movements, died as a result of injuries incurred during a "routine"
destruction, be it mutually assured or otherwise, and annihilation
police investigation in 1977. The argument that the South African because it is a limited exercise in world politics. We deny that it would
government would listen to the demands of a strong black labor union affect our lives because a limited war would never reach where we Eve.
does not seem plausible in light of the Biko incident. What's good for However, limited nuclear war is mere rhetoric. The likelihood of a limited
America is not necessarily good for South Africa.
war remaining limited is most improbable. Strategists agree that
Albeit the trustees did form a subcommittee to look into the nuclear exchange would
be impossible to contain. Who would set the
such
an
divestiture proposal submitted by the Divestment Coalition, the
limit and where would that limit be? Under Soviet provocation, where
subcommittee has not stated the extent to which student participation
would the United States draw the line? At what point would we say, "The.
wiD be permitted. Will we, as students, once againbe regulated to passive
What if we are too late to stop it?
is
roles of children unable to articulate our concerns persuasively, or shall next missile too destructive"?
frequently hear such phrases as "mutual assured destruction,"
We
we demand our rights to be heard as enlightened adults capable of
war," "overkill," and "nuclear superiority,'" which we
maintaining a dialogue with peers whose opinions may not be our own? It "limited nuclear
logical and possible facets of military capability in the 1980s.
accept
as
is significant that the trustees are willing to act on a concern broached by
But the ease with which these phrases are used, first as part of official
the students. Let's not allow this opportunity to assert our opinions fade jargon
and then as common vocabulary, obscures their inherent iDogic.
to pale, or settle for anything less than the demands represented in our "Overkill"
and "nuclear superiority" are terms used to hide not only the
interest for freedom in South Africa.
magnitude of our military force but also its effects in terms of people.
According to Dr. Helen Caldicott, President of Physicians for Social
This weekend, the student body will have the chance to view an Responsibility,
the United States has the nuclear capability to IdD every
attractive, intelligent, middle-agewoman slashed to a bloody pulp in an Soviet citizen 40 times. The Soviet Union maintains the capability to do
elevator in Brian de Palma's grisly horror flick, Dressed to Kill, just in
the same to every American 12 times. To kill one person one time is no
time for Halloween. Though Wooster has brought more brutal films to longer enough. How many people and how many times are enough?
the campus under the guise of its "cult film series" (i.e. Night of the Living
A single Poseidon submarine is capable of destroying every major and
Dead, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre), Dressed to Kill represents an medium-sizeyet the United State's security requires 41
Soviet city
extremist, highly misogynistic view of women that reinforces a number of ( Polaris and Poseidon submarines. Our security depends on a superiority
destructive stereotypes.
that has no logical extension into the real world.
One does not need to be a film critic to see the obvious "moral"
bomb exploded over Cleveland would dig a
Just one
emphasized in Dressed to Kill: Women who "sleep around" deserve no crater 300 feet deep and one and
miles wide. Within Shi miles of
f
punishment less than death to amend their promiscuity. Female lust the center, every living thing would be vaporized. Within 20 miles all of
begets reckless sexual behavior, male lust begets murder. The
half of the population would be dead or fatally
Cuyahoga County
transvestite who commits his heinous mutilations further injured. The death statistics feed into the Pentagon's numbers game.
perpetuates society's misconception that transvestites are homosexuals
Death is no longer the cessation of life but a measure of power, the
with womb complexes. When in doubt, cut it "out.
numbers of warheads on each side of the U.S.U.S.S.R. split impress us
Dressed to Kill is a horror film in the purest sense. That audiences may as simple mathematic equalities (or inequalities) until we look from the
ingest its warped message without question is, indeed, horrible. Though I
real and remember that each of us has only one death to
do not advocate censoring ANY film brought to this campus, I do urge abstract to the
(cont. on p. 3)
students who see this movie to be skeptical of its theme. Films such as
these are important only insofar as they provide celluloid evidence of
what art should NOT be.
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Faculty Chastises Voice
For Unsigned Letter Policy

Unsigned Faculty Member
Deemed Coward by Others
Dear Editor:
I am writing to express my
dismay that there is a faculty
member at The College of
Wooster who is so cowardly as to
write a letter to The Voice making
serious charges against individuals
and then request that his or her
name be withheld. In a college
where free, open, and honest
inquiry remains one of the highest
values, such behavior should
cause revulsion in us an. I and
many other faculty members have
often disagreed harshly with the
Administration both in public and
in private. Never have I had any

sense of reprisals taken against
me, but even if there had been I
was prepared to take responsibility
for what I believed and had to say.
I caO upon you, as editor of The
Voice, to end your policy of
printing unsigned letters; for not
only does it leave those charged
without recourse to debate with
their accusers, it encourages the
cowardice already so evident in
these writers.
Sincerely,
Henry D. Herring

To the Editor
As a matter of principle, we the
.undersigned
members of the
faculty of The College of Wooster,
would like to register our objection
to anyone being allowed the

publicly making
accusations against individuals,
without affixing a signature to such
charges. Furthermore, we .think
that the Voice's publication of
such unsigned communications is
journalistically irresponsible.
Rebecca Seeman
Thalia Gouma Peterson
-W. E. Hoffman
David Wilkin
Henry Loess
Arnie Grossblatt
Susan M. Bacon
Carol Roose
Yvonne C. Williams
privilege

of

--

P. L. Gaus
C. L. Borders
Carolyn A. Durham

James R. Turner
John L. Hondros
Mark Weaver
Rafael E. Hernandez
Theodore Williams
C. Paul Christianson
Ronald H ustwit
David Guldin

Joanne Frye
Gordin Collins
Alfred E. Hall
Karla S. McPherson
Jeanne Blarney
--

Thomas Falkner
Barbara S. BumeB
Frank O. MiHer
D. Stevens Garfick
David Moldstad
Bonnie Stevens
Larry L. Stewart

of the ai edict Wooster community. Al
coiiesponilrnre may be ulifcs md to:
Voce. Box 3187. The Colege of
Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691. Cur
rent subscription rate is $10.00 per year
for second cbss deBwery.
The Voice office m located in the basement of Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
Extension 433.

264-123-

4.

Back issues are smirfilr from the
Voice Atdsves. Voice Office. Lmury

Center.

Concern Appreciated,
But Keever Requests
Voice Letters Stop
Dear Editor:
By this letter I respectfully ask
that there be no further pubficf
discussion of my termination as a
member of the professional staff of
Andrews Library in the Letters
Column, or otherwise, in the
Voice. I appreciate the concern of
those who have written in my
behalf. My departure, however, is
now past history. Al I now desire is
the chance to pursue my life and
interests in privacy, in accordance
with my own standards, and with
malice toward none.
Sincerely.
EDen Keever

.
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Consequences Unthinkable
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(cont. from p. 2) '
worry about. And yet we continue to talk about nuclear war as if it were a
possibility for the future. The insanity of such thinking points to a
sickness that pervades American and Soviet society and negates the
ability of intelligent human beings to determine their own destinies. If we
were to think intelligently, we would call a halt to this nuclear madness.
It is imperative that citizens in the United States, the Soviet Union and
other countries respond immediately and knowingly to the growing
threat of nuclear holocaust. It is not too late to reverse the current policy
of madness. We must recapture the future and shape it into something
peaceful and genuinely secure. A Newsweek poll indictates that sixty-eigpercent of the American people think that within the next ten years,
there will be an
nuclear war between the United States and the
Soviet Union. People may be unaware .of the consequences of nuclear
war. They have listened to the rhetoric of the Pentagon about the alleged
"feasibility" of limited nuclear war and have eased their fears with an
artificial and dishonest panacea. Were they to understand the incredible
scope and destructive power of such a war, would they still casually
accept this disturbing forecast? In what way could they deal with the
reality of nuclear war?
Nuclear war must once again be deemed unthinkable and, it must be
rendered impossible. The majority of Americans who already believe
that nuclear war is a possibility in the not so distant future could
counteract this nuclear insanity by participating in the Call to Halt the
Nuclear Arms RaceK a grass roots movement for disarmament. It is a
positive,- hopeful response that calls on the United States and the Soviet
Union to enter into a bilateral agreement to reverse the arms race. It is
also known as the Nuclear Weapons Freeze. The National Freeze
Committee has drafted the following proposal:
To improve national and international security, the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. should stop the nuclear arms race. Specifically, they
should adopt an immediate mutual freeze on the testing,
production, and deployment of nuclear weapons and of missiles
and new aircraft designed primarily to deliver nuclear weapons.
This is an essential, verifiable first step toward lessening the risk of
- nuclear war and reducing the nuclear arsenals.
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Yes, "Ideological Conformity"the is Essential
pae

-

To the Editor:

in tne

.

In Professor Daniel Calhoun's
letter last week, written as a
response to my editorial of Oct.
16, he suggested that f was

overstepping

my rights in

demanding "ideological conformity" from the administrators in'
question.
One of Webster's
definitions of "conformity" is
"harmony." Though the point was
made in the editorial, HI repeat it
for the benefit of Professor
Calhoun: Yes, I do demand
ideological conformity from those
administrators. If they cannot
publicly
in
place themselves
v harmonious position with the
ideologies this institution has
determined it values asxpressed

"

People are signing Freeze petitions across the country in an effort to
demonstrate to our national leaders that the majority of Americans do
not wish to die in a nuclear holocaust. The state legislatures of Oregon,
Massachusetts, and New York have endorsed the Freeze, and thirty-threother state legislatures are considering it.
The Freeze is a specific, practical strategy toward a realistic and sane
military policy for both the United States and the Soviet Union. In light of
the threat of nuclear war, we cannot afford not to pursue the objectives
of the Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze. The consequences are too
e

great.

l
administrators at
this College do not take stands on
issues when they should, when the
values of the College, or they as
representatives of those values,
are in question, I have received no
public or private
response
from them , on my - editorial.
Perhaps they assume that ' this
issue, too, will die from lack of
attention.
Sincerely,
Jerry Thompson

ot social

hioh-Ieve-

Responsibility, then they have no
place in our community.
As to why anyone "should be
in print
required to explain
why they choose not to sign a
document somebody else wrote,"
I suggest he reread the editorial.
Briefly, I said that administrators,
when fulfilling that role, must
support the values of this institution, and when they do hot they
to
should be held accountable
all members of, the community,
including journalists
as to why
they do not. I believe this was clear
in the editorial.
In response to his comment that
my editorial was "utter rubbish," 1
recommend that, in the future,

Students' Problem;
Not the Voice

Dear Editor,
To present a slanted or objective
view? In recent weeks, this rather
when Professor Calhoun inane controversy has been filling
disagrees with something, he not the pages of the Voice. After
merely resort to emotional reading these articles, I felt it was
phraseology as he did in his letter, my turn to add to the list. While I
was voted down.)
Voice's' effort to
applaud
This letter also suggeststhat the but directly address the enlighten the
the
students here at
arguments
which
with
he'
point in not signing the petition
Wooster, I am afraid their
was to "keep quiet and listen." disagrees and support his
is falling on deaf ears .
Perhaps. But J can think of many viewpoint with logical reasoning, endeavour eyes, whichever you
blind
(or
other reasons for not signing: which he totally failed to do in this prefer). By showing the evil and
disagreement with the petition, instance. Furthermore, it is both
of racism, prejudice, and
lack of any considered stand on surprising and disappointing to me horrors and thereby changing
sexism
faculty
of
this
of
the
the issue, fear of being put in an that a member
the Voice only hits the
exposed position, sheer admini- College, one who last spring attitudes,
of
the problem.'
surface
a
strative pragmatism rather than placed his name on document
of Wooster
majority
The
need
for
recognized
the
which
concern with principle, and so on.
students come from an
Until further evidence is in, none of members of an academic
income,
us can really tell just "what the community...(to) treat each other sheltered" environment. .Many
would
show
such
respect,"
with
actual reason for reticence in this
for another's cannot cope with the rigors of
case is, and possibilities like these disrespect calling
by
them "utter having people acting contrary to
convictions
remain open. It is a sHame that the
what they expect. With the
rubbish."
letter didn't consider them also.
of being camp
exception
I do, however, give Professor
In short, perhaps the editorial
they
have had no
counselor,
responding
at
Calhoun credit for
was not entirely "rubbish."
contact whatsoever with the
support
the
''
of
In
apparent
all.
.lames Haden
major claim of my editorial, that outside or "real" world. They
j. I T
C
xl
C l1 could not or would have difficulties
OOVK2L UflllUn OUDDJeS Up lilt; CHUV9 surviving there. So they come to-Wooster. "A Place Apart." This
Ai ,,--417
A
irade brings us to the crux
short tirai
vvuiM
i
of his own m of the matter. While Wooster
Dear Mr. Editor,
Recently I have felt that the
Grenada, was involved in students may hear both sides of an
defense policy of the Reagan
subversion in Jamaica, picked up issue, they only listen to one.
administration has been unfairly the spoils in Nicaragua and stirred Usually it's the opinion they came
represented in the Voice. With the up trouble in Guatemala and FJ in with. You can be certain of one

Editorial not "Rubbish " Why Silence?
To the Editor:
Professor Calhoun's apologia
for the presidential silence on the

merits
more
persuasive than it deserves to be,
since it appeals to some
rhetorically powerful words like
"right" and "conformity." As the
headline put on it indicates, it
probably implicitly appeals to the
equally powerful notion of privacy.
But is the argument more rational

anti-harassme-

petition"

nt

comment.

It

may

be

or more rhetorical.
It is a basic right, he says, to
refuse to "have other people put
words in one's mouthy" even if we
agree fervently with them. In a
sense, how can we disagree with
this? We all have a "basic right" to
refuse to do anything voluntarily:
we can refuse to put in our mouths
food prepared by others, to watch
.other people playing sports, to
listen to music made by others.
Students have a "basic right" to
refuse to pay attention to and learn
from what their instructors are
saying. The important question,
though, is whether such refusal is
Is
useful and advantageous.
exercise of this right vain, or is it to
a purpose and if so to what
purpose? The letter doesn't say.
Another defect of the Calhoun
argument as it stands is that it
takes no account . of circumstances, which seems a strange
flight into abstraction for a good
historian to indulge in. Abstractly,
anyone has the right he claims for
the president, but - in fact the
president is a person in a particular
situation; he is a man who holds a
public office, charged with maintenance and improvement of this
institution in every respect. One
.

accepts such
abandons some
rights he may have as a private
citizen; among these is an
unqualified right to privacy of
opinion. He surely is entitled to
privacy as to any of his beliefs
unrelated to his office, but on
subjects clearly relevant to his
stewardship of the College he has
the obligation to make his stand
who

voluntarily

office voluntarily
.

.

clear by any reasonable means.
Not many years ago a former
president of this College accused
me of being "a worse menace to
academic, freedom than Joe
McCarthy." (The accusation was
not made to my face, but was
reported to me by two people
independently.) The occasion was
my proposal that candidates for
the powerful committees of the
faculty, such as Teaching Staff and
Tenure, should prior to " the
"

election make public their
positions on some crucial issues
relevant to work on the

committee. The point was to allow
new faculty members to vote more
knowledgeably and effectively.

The accusation against me
appealed to an academic holy of
holies, academic freedom, even
though no definition of that
concept ever has applied to this
situation. The real heart of the
objection to my proposal, though,
was the "right to privacy" of
opinion, but then as now I hold
that if anyone is in or is likely to be
in a position of public office, he has
given up the abstract universal'
right to privacy of belief. He can
always retain or regain that right
by avoiding office, of' course. (In
this instance, turned out to be the
"lonely voice," and my proposal
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arrival of National Disarmament
Week,. I sadly believe that
matters will only get worse. The
Reagan administration is not
looking to start a war. They are
only trying to prevent one and
believe that they can best do so by
increasing our military strength.
During the Carter administra-

tion, insulting America' had
become, after soccer, the world's
safest and most popular sport.
Faced with "the vacillations of
Jimmy Carter, the Soviet Union
gobbled up Ethiopia and South
Yemen and bit deep into
Afghanistan. Fidel Castro set up a

Salvador. The rebels of P
Salvador have received arms
East Germany, the PLO,
and the master of them all, the
Salvador is in
Soviet Union.
America's own backyard. If Russia
and its surrogates get away with
this one, they will conclude that
the sky is the limit. The Soviets will
give military assistance to any
country that asks for it. They
demand payment for their goods
only in the currency of power and
influence. No area of the globe is
out of the reach of Soviet
ambitions. When they go to take a
(cont. on p." 4)
from-Cub-

.

.

thing though. Whatever group you
talk to,

a,

Right-winger-

or

they
.

they are

right-Eve-

Left-winger- s,

s,

Middle-of-the-Roader-

will

s,

assure you that

n

in small, petty matters,'
"unsolicited advice", is always
forthcoming. If you use too much
salt or other spices on your food,
dress preppyish, smoke, or even
play some of your favorite music in
your - room, you are bound to
receive this type of advice. We all
are guilty of this to some degree or
another. What I am advocating is
this: If you are into ( giving
(cont. on p. 4) '
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Truth not Bom of Doctrines;
Urasped 1 nrougn btruggies
When Ian Hartrick came to see
me the other day I thought he
wanted to discuss the issues with
me. This was not the case. He
wanted to assure me that he did
not intend to chase me from this
country. I was grateful to him.
Thanks. Let us therefore continue
our conversation before the public
of the Voice. I enjoy it.
Hartrick claims that the Eastern
European socialist state does hold
power over the
substantive
Church. I can furnish him with the
information (not classified) that
there are three offices for church
affairs on the top level. Does he
imply that, because of this, the
Church is not free enough in a
socialist state? My point is that the
ultimate freedom of tlie Church or
of individual Christians does not
depend entirely on the external
structure of society. Freedom is
not granted a priori it must be
fought for over and over again.

growing

they

holding

not

sixties:

brothers

de facto

anti-Communi-

st

d

so-calle-

Christians

countries.

in communist

Great revolutions happen in
response to
injustice
and decay within the ancien
regime. Christians should speak
out always whenever human
dignity and justice is at stake in
as well as in
long-standin- g

pre-revolutiona-

post-revolutiona-

ry

situations.

ry

However, when a revolution
eventually takes place they should
consider it to be a
a judgement on the
mini-apocalyp-

Christian

church

se

as well.

(cont. from p. 3)
bite out of the world, the Soviets
are not fussy eaters.
The basic rule of Soviet
behavior was laid down years ago
by Lenin: Probe with bayonets. If
you encounter steel, withdraw. If
you encounter mush, continue.

Die herrschende

and

sisters

in

the .

evangelical camp that my ultimate
loyalty goes to Jesus Christ as
personal Savior and Savior of the
entire world and not to any
ideological alliance. Because of
that I could never underestimate
the question of truth in any
encounter. However, as Socrates
already knew, truth is not freely
available in the market but can be
discovered and grasped only on
the level of existential struggle and
tension where life and death are
at stake. It does not lie on the level
of mechanical logic, ideas,
doctrine as Socrates' conversation partners pretended. Let us
follow Socrates in our struggle for
truth instead of the
church sophists of today and
tomorrow.
cold-bloode-

Milan

communist control.
,
In no Soviet dominated state
does any majority rule. Whatever
the color of the local puppet, the
strings are pulled from Moscow
and there are no Black or Hispanic
faces in the Politburo. No state
which has ever experienced a
socialist revolution has ever been
reformed
into a democracy,

On Monday, November 2 at 8

e

1American Cancer Society

corporations

Apartheid in South Africa. In Kght
of the campaign of divestment I
feel such skepticism should not
go without response. So to Mr.
Turner and anyone else who may
question the worth of such an
undertaking I would like to
comment.
As Mr. Turner pointed out in his
letter, Apartheid is an evil. But the
question he raises is: What good
would it do for Wooster or the
people under the Apartheid
government if we divest? Alone, it
would probably give us a clear
conscience, which for me, would
be enough. But as Mr. Turner

of stock in companies doing direct
business with South Africa. Also,
Mrs. Nancy Elliot, Director of
Investments and "Trusts for

Michigan

State, made the
.

definitive statement that: "The
disinvestment worked out much

to our advantage because the

firms that are involved in South
Africa are big industrial firms that
have not been doing as well as
other types of firms. By getting out
o'f those stocks and into 'other
relatively smaller companies doing
- better, we have come out ahead.
Our stock portfolio today has a
higher value than it would have it
we had remained in
companies. In figuring this
we compared the current market
value of the companies we sold
versus the market value of the
companies we got into. As of nine
pointed out, some other months ago (June 1980) we had
corporation who would not be earned an additional $1 million."
The faeffe that divestment is not
concerned with the morality of
investing in such a system would only morally and politically
buy up the available stock almost correct, it is also economically
without a second thought. The sound. Maybe you are thinking
fact is, we are a moral institution, that Wooster does not have that
concerned about the improve- much investment; isn't that all the
ment of the lives of not only more reason why we should pull
students at Wooster, or within the. our money out. Wooster does
boundaries of the United States, have over $6 million of 1,180,586
but also with the moral and sound shares of stock in corporations in
well being of all people of the South Africa; that is not confetti.
The Black Collegian also points
world.
Coming from a Christian out that "the divestment campaign
perspective, I have always learned has been spearheaded by stuSouth-Africa-relate-

that one should not get dents, both Black and

discouraged

if you are always
finding yourself having to stand
alone for what is right. Because
when you are willing to stand for
the truth, what is scripturally right,
often times you will have to stand
alone. But the fact is, in this case,
Wooster would not be standing
alone if we divested.
In the last issue of The Black
Collegian (Oct., Nov., 1981), it

d

non-Blac- k,

who have moved to force college

administrators and trustees on
campuses across the nation to
take money out of South African
investments as real support of the
philosophy of racial injustice and

equity which institutions of higher
learning all say they support." "
Wooster, this is one time where
we do not have to stand alone for
what is right; believe me, it won't
pointed out that between happen often.
Rodney McCalister
December 1978 and December
Box
1979, Michigan State University
divested itself of over $7.2 million
C-217-
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Heart Fund Run Exemplifies Strength
Of Clubs, jSections Community Spirit

Dear Editor,
I

--

.

supporting

am writing this letter to notify
all the readers of the Voice of an
upcoming event the significance of
which needs to to be stressed. On Sliv
day, Nov. 8, the members of Beta'
tolerated dissent, or encouraged Kappa Phi and Chi Omega Psi will
individual liberties.
be running 75 miles to Cleveland
conflict
The American-Sovie- t
on behalf of the American Heart
can be compared to a chess game.
Association. The importance of
In chess a player tries to gain an
the work done by this organization
advantage by eliminating as many
cannot be stressed enough. I am
of his opponent's men as possible.
sure that all have heard the
But chess masters know that the
statistics concerning the effects of
game can still be won when there
heart disease on humankind. Even
are still many pieces left on the beyond statistics, the harsh reality
board. ATI that is necessary is that has probably touched us all. The
the opponent's king be recent passing of Moshe Day an
immobilized, hemmed in by
was a cruel reminder.
threats from all sides. The United
The members of 1st section and
States is the king of the free world.
the Chios know the severity of the
The Soviet leaders must never, disease. Its hold on humankind is
think that they have an advantage
frightening and needs to be
over us. With a strong defense, we
neutralized. However, I feel that
will never be hemmed in.
there is another point that must be
Warren Seidel
stressed. Please, do not get me
Box 2651
wrong, the prevention of this
Ext. 330
disease is the number one priority
-- tor this run. I just feel that the run
addresses another problem that is
There, will be a NAACP
on this campus. All have read
meeting this Sunday at 6:30
about the "decline" of the sections
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge.
and clubs this year. An idea
Meetings will be held every
frequently cited for that decline is
first and third Sunday for the
that the reasons for the existence
remainder of the quarter. For
of fraternities and sororities "are
further information contact
undefined. I feel that this very run
Gary Adkins, ext. 217.
is a prime reason for their
--

n

345-826- 9.

Arab-Israe- li

butchery, tyranny, and annihilation. Walls, closed borders,
barbed wire, guards with orders to
shoot on sight anyone attempting
to flee
these are the marks of

Hyde Amendment

anti-abortio-

program is designed to ensure that
the Soviets encounter steel when
they probe the United States. If
America is strong, the Soviets will
not test us. During the 1973
War, the Soviets informed
Washington of their intentions of
sending their troops into the area
in order to help defend their Arab
allies. President Nixon warned
them against going in and put our
forces on worldwide alert. The
Soviets did not go in.
Defense capability concerns
national will. There are two major
aspects to national will. There is
will as demonstrated by the nation
itself, and there is will as perceived
by the nation's adversaries.
National will involves far more
than the readiness to use military
power. It includes a readiness to
allocate the resources necessary
to maintain that power. It includes,
a basic, crystalline faith that the
United States is on the right side in
the struggle and that what we
represent in the world is worth
We know freedom,
hope and liberty. They know

Speaker to Probe

pro-choic-

--

defending.

Opocensky

p.m. Christine Link, M.P.H.,
Executive Director of Education
for Freedom of Choice in Ohio, a
educational organization, will address a meeting of the
Wooster Chapter of the National
Abortion Rights Action League of
Ohio. The meeting will be held at
Westminster Church House at the
corner of Pine and University.
Ms. Link win discuss the
Legislative Authority Amendment, recently introduced in the
U.S. Congress by Senator Orrin
Hatch. This Amendment is the
latest attempt by
organizations to overturn by a
Constitutional Amendment the
Supreme Court decision of 1973
which legalized abortion.
Ms. Link, who serves on the
Boards of the Cleveland Abortion
Rights Action League, Ohio
Women, Inc. of Columbus and
WomenSpace of Cleveland, will
outline the possibilities for the
passage of this Amendment and its
ramifications.
The meeting is free and open to
anyone concerned about the right
of women to the choice of safe,

President Reagan's defense:

.

d

Especially should they speak and
act against the violence built into
the status quo. To speak in the
revolutionary process itself is, it
seems to me, a little too late. I
agree that revolution is the last
resort (ultima ratio), but if it
happens Christians should stand
inside rather than outside the legal abortion. For more
information contact Kathy Waltz,
movement.
I don't understand what Mr.
Hartrick means by Utopian
materialism. His attack on

liberation theology is sweeping.
theology is being
Liberation
conceived in the concrete

A Strong Defense
Essential to U.S.

out of practical

Theologie ist die Theologie def ,
Herrscher. The ruling theology is
theology of the rulers. Does not
individualistic Christian faith and
theology with its primary emphasis
on personal salvation very much
please the rulers around the world
because it has nothing to say to
their way of handling social,
political and cultural issues? Is not
the fundamentalist theology the"
theology of courts par excellence?
I wonder.
I wish to assure my separated
--

power over the
church in the situation where
there is de iure freedom and
separation between the state and
the church? Let us be humble and
let us confess that we in the West
and in the East are after all pretty
much in the same boat.
As far as Ian's reiterated
emphasis on persecution in the
recent past is concerned, I do not
know what he speaks about if I
East
think of my country.
Germany, Poland, Hungary, etc.
Would he substantiate, please?
agencies
Certain
need to spread traumatic stories
to keep up the momentum. I
wonder whether I. Hartrick has
not become the victim of some
fabrications. At the moment, I am
much more concerned about
oppression in El Salvador, Chile,
other Latin American countries.
South Africa, Iran, etc. than
persecution of
about the
substantive

.

struggle, tension, crisis but just
confirms the older saying from the

Christian freedom (libertas

is not identical with liberal
democratic freedom. Is it not true
that the inner freedom of local
parishes and whole denominations
in the U.S. may be severely
curtailed by the positions of
important donors? Must not the
minister and parish council take
care not to alienate them? Are

To the Editor:
On October 16, 1981 a letter by'
James R. Turner appeared in the
Voice questioning the value of
divestment of the College funds in

cooperation with the Marxists. Is
not the theology coming out of
many Western countries vapid
because it does not reflect any

--

Christiana to speak with Luther)

letters

in Latin
struggles occurring
America today. It is theology
which is inductive and reflects on
the contemporary situation
certainly not wanting to be
identified with Marxism and yet,

To the Editor:

College Encouraged to Take
Moral Stand on Divestment

They can be
tremendous vehicle for outreach.
Perhaps you feel that our track
records have not been adequate in
the past. I then ask you, challenge
you, to make this Heart Fund Run
a success. Reinforce this worthy
role, it can only help to create
more attempts to utilize our
strengths. Failure to show support
will not only shun a worthy cause,
but it will also show the powers
that be that work from the
sections and clubs are useless.
Nobody wants that to happen.
(cont. on p. 5)

existence.

Students' Problem
Not the Voice

(cont. from p. 3)
unsolicited advice, save it. We're
not listening, and you are not
worm cnanging ior..n tnere is an
important social issue, listen to
both sides. No one is saying you
have to accept a different view,
just listen. Come out of your well
ordered, sheltered environment.
They tell me that's what a liberal
arts education is all about. You
might even enjoy it. To the Voice,'
keep it up. This is the best paper
we have had in my four years here.
Don Q. Fmk Jr.
.
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Bobyshev to Read Poetry
collection of poems, entitled
"Hiatus" ("Zuaniia"). He, has
contributed poems and articles to
the Paris journal Kontinent,'
including a long cycle of recent
verses entitled "Russian Terza
Rima." These last poems address
themselves to topical issues which
are debated among various circles
"
and salons of the
emigrants (in other words, those,
who left the USSR after 1965 in
contrast to the "second-wavafter World War II). However, the
majority of Bobyshev's poems can
be characterized by stark and bold
metaphors, a meditative mode
that often borders on religious
reverie, and linguistic complexity
and refinement. Some of these
components of his verse are
difficult to render in translation,
but these lines are illustrative of
Bobyshev's poetic verve:
Liutng near waves, who
does not
know how the joining of the

. Dmitry VasiTevich Bobyshev. a
young Russian emigre poet who
fives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin will

make two appearances at The
College of Wooster today. His visit
is being sponsored by the Russian
Department and the Cultural
Events Committee in conjunction
with the interdepartrnental course
on contemporary Russian culture
which is being taught this term by
professors Daniel Calhoun and
Joel Wilkinson. At 4 p.m. in the
lounge of Babcock International
House, bobyshev will present
slides and speak informally about
the Efe and status of religious
believers in the Soviet Union.
Then, at 8 p.nu in the Lean
Lecture' Room, he will read
of his poetry; he will read
his works in Russian, but
professor Wilkinson wiD introduce
them through translations into

"third-wave-

e

.

a-selec-

English.

.

Bom in the small town of
Mariupol' in 1938. Dmitry
Bobyshev grew up and received
his education in Leningrad.
.Shortly after Stafin's death, in
1953. he entered the Leningrad
Technological Institute to train to
become an engineer. The training
served him weB, since he now
earns his fiving in Milwaukee as an
engineer. However, as he reported
in a recent interview with the Paris
newspaper Russkoya
emigre
Mvsf (Thursday; September 10).
"At the Institute I noticed only a
there
few budding engineers
were a lot more professional
composers, poets, brSSant artists,

billow
begins, a swelling that holds
then falls, baptizing and
unbaptizing
how it cradles the swimmer'
in its tenderly mighty vise.
Professor Wilkinson became
acquainted with Dmitry Bobyshev
in May, when he attended a
conference at the University of
Southern California on "Recent
"
Emigre Literature: the
He struck up a friendship
with the poet and, having heard him
read his poems, began to lay plans
to bring Bobyshev to Wooster.
Wilkinson has been working
recently on translations of some of
Bobyshev's poems. One of the
translations is from a, cycle of
verses entitled "Stigmata," which
concern the poet's reflections and
meditations on the surrealistic
painting of the Leningrad artist
Igor"' TkiTpanov, also an emigre
fiving in the United States, which is
or
"Mystery" ( 1975).
called "Helix-Third-Wave.-

'-criti-

journalists, and

Bobyshev 's earliest literary

endeavors came in 1956. the first
year of Krushchev's
thaw, when h agreed to serve
as editor of the fiterary section in a
student pubkcamn
"de-Stafiniza-uo-

n"

--

semi-cover- t,

called ."Culture." Soviet

intervention in Hungary in
November. 1956 caused a reversal
.

.

in cultural trends within the Soviet
Union and cut the blossoming of
"Culture" in the bud.
When he married an American
and emigrated to the USA in 1979,
Bobyshev was stiB a
and rarely published poet in both
the USSR and abroad. His
"Funereal Octaves,1 dedicated to
the memory of the Leningrad poet
fittle-know-

(cant, from p. I ) Though the Coalition requested
a committee made up of students
and faculty, the committee formed
consists only of trustees. The
Anna Akhmatova
appeared in a Paris publication in Coalition appreciates the support
1974.- - The dedication was it has received from the trustees.
appropriate since Akhmatova was ' Parker said,, "students need to be
the first poet of stature to careful that we're not put off and
challenge the trustees to keep
recognize Bobyshev and welcome
him. as it were, into the ranks of movingThere was a willingness
to dialogue, but that willingness to
Russian poets. Bobyshev openly
acknowledges his indebtedness to dialogue is not enough...(It) can
Akhmatova, especially for her stagnate everything.. .It's going to
transmission of cultural values and be hard for us to believe in
without seeing some
traditions to the younger,
generations: he has steps taken."
Daniel found the meeting "a
termed himself one of the
fittle bogus because it was solely
"Akhmatova orphans."
m 1979 the YMCA Press in Paris motivated by an attempt to make
published Bobyshev's first students' fed that they are
receptive to concerns of . the
Heart Fund Displays general
student body, but I think
Purpose of Sections
through the course of
they,
that
y
(cant, from p. 4)
the meeting, recognized the
I fed that the severity of the
validity, importance and support
.
disease is just reason lor aO of us to that this issue has on this
sacrifice for its defeat. The campus."
Following the breakfast
members of Beta Kappa Phi' and
' Chi Omega
Psi gladly give al the meeting, the trustees attended
work, the day's time and the sore their
board meeting.
and aching muscles lor this cause. , The meeting is closed to all
I hope that you wifl join us by
students except for student
making a pledge. A table will be in observers from Campus Council,
SAB and SG A. Student observers
front of Lowry and Kittridge taking
the pledges November 2nd-7tare not allowed to speak at the '
meeting.
Thanks for your help. - - .
; The issue of divestment was
Sincerely.
brought up numerous times as
V Bob Moorman
1st section Box 2285 different trustee committees made

'
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then-sincerit-

post-revolutiona-
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Visiting campus next week will be Dr. Robert G. Berman, a noted organometaffic chemist from the
University of California at Berkely. Originally trained in the field of organic chemistry, Dr. Berman
has also worked irUhe area of organotranistion metal chemistry. Photo by Floyd Clark, CalTech.

Complexes
Metal
on
Lectures
Chemist
a
o.
Dr.

Berman,

Kooert

His

professor of chemistry at the
University of California at
Berkeley and a prominent
organometallic chemist, will give a
series of lectures at The College of

Wooster,' Nov.
Bergman was trained as an
organic chemist; during the past
few years he has extended his
research info the area of organo-- .
transition metal chemistry. He has
contributed more than 100 articles

visit

is made

Transition
Metal Complexes:
Formation of
Bonds" (Thursday).
Dr. Bergman will also address
three different chemistry classes.
On Monday, he wiS talk to the
Chemistry 212 class at 11 a.m. in

possible

through a grant from the CamiUe
and Henry Dreyfus Foundation,
established as a memorial to the
two pioneers, in synthetic

Carbon-Hydroge-

products.
Monday (Nov. 2) at 4 p.m. in
Mateer Auditorium he will speak
on the topic of "Organo Reactions
Mediated by Transition Metal

2-- 6.

,

Complexes:

Formation

room 111. Severance Hall

Carbon-Carbon- -

to scientific journals and

publications in this area, and has
served as both organizer and
plenary lecturer at a number of
national scientific meetings and
symposia.

Carbon-Nitroge-

n

Bonds" (Wednesday)

and

Organic Reactions Mediated by

'

-

(chemistry building). He wiB speak
to the Chemistry 318 class at 10
a.m. . on Tuesday,' while on
Wednesday he win address the 10 1
class at 9 am, both in room 210.

of

Bonds." Nov. 4
and 5 at the same time and
location Bergman wiD discuss
"Organic Reactions Mediated by
Transition
Metal Complexes:
Formation of

n

These sessions 'are also open to

.

anyone who wishes to attend.
Dr. Bergman vriO also be
available to talk to students about
graduate schools and careers in
chemistry.

Trustees Interested in Dialogue on Investment Policy

n

(1889-1966-

3l

thing

to rhythm goes, how the

cs."

.

tion

.

y

observers the trustees were
interested in dialogue not only with
students but with other trustees as

their reports. Some students had
met with trustees on other
committees such as the, trustee-- ,
student relations and the religious

to voice their

affairs committees

.

examining, the College's

investment policy and hearing
student's points of view and there
are some that aren't," said Eugenia
Hull, Campus Council Chairperson and student observer.
According
to other' student

--

--

According to student

students recognized the

observers, at one point during the
discussion of divestment the
trustees began speaking out of
turn and the meeting had to be
called back to order. i
Commenting on the formation
. of the committee,
Hull said,
"There is some hope on the board
people who are open and willing
. to hear from others, but we will be
watching very closely to see what
gets done."

addition to varied course work.
students are expected to engage in
volunteer service or research
The application deadline is Nov.

25. Further information available
from Dr. Bradford at Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove,
PA 17870.

well.

concerns about South Africa and
the College's investment policy.
'
"Some trustees are very open to

misunderstanding and spoke out
on the students behalf.

The board's- - reaction was
"decidedly mixed" on the question
of divestment according to Kevin
Grubb, editor of the Voice and a
student "observer. Grubb added
that while some trustees misinterpreted the purpose of the
Coalition to be .either divestment
or nothing, other trustees who" had
more intimate, contact with the

.

Susquehanna University Offers Liberian Semester Program
.Susquehanna
behnsgrove, PA
University is now accepting
applications for a Semester in
Liberia Program which offers
college students .the. opportunity
to live and study in Africa.
Sponsored by the Department
for Higher Education of the
Lutheran Church in America, the
program is coordinated by Dr.
Robert L. Bradford, professor of
political science at Susquehanna.
The Semester in Liberia is
designed to promote an increase
in knowledge of the traditions and
cultural heritage of West African
--

Trustees Will Review Social Policy

N

.

to broaden
students' understanding of
contemporary African affairs and
the problems of developing
civilization

.

and

;

countries.

.

semester at
The
Cuttington University College will
.begin in the first week
16-wee-

k

of-March-

-ln

-

At its October meeting last
Saturday, the Board of Trustees
authorized its Chairman to
appoint a Trustee Committee to
undertake a review of the
College's Policy on Social
Responsibility adopted in 1972 and"
to talk with students and faculty members who have views with
regard to this policy which they
would like to discuss with the
"
.'
committee..,
John Dowd, the committee's

chair

announced that the

committee would meet on campus
on Monday, November 16, to hear
the views of student groups and

individual students on the

questions of the 1972 Policy on

Social Responsibility and

investments in corporations doing
business in South Africa. Other
members of the committee, are:
Margret Beekel, Carolyn Dix,
Jerrold Foot lick, George Ingram,
Steven Minter and Timothy

omucker.
Any students who would Eke to
make a brief presentation at the

committee hearing on the

afternoon of November 16 should
contact Beth Lewis, the Secretary
of the College, in writing before
November 10.

"
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THE INTERNATIONALIST
today's
or
Don

electricity
any of
Hild
Before I left for Bogota to study necessities, including access to
on the WoosterGLCA quarter education. It is one thing to read of
poverty, but it is different to see a
program, I was told to be aware
that I would be in an entirely child with permanently swollen
different culture and to act feet because they have never
accordingly. Without a doubt, the owned a pair of shoes. It is not a
city of Bogota offers a new pretty scene to those with
perspective for those people who sensitivity.
There is more to Bogota than
have never lived outside the
confines of the United States. poverty, however. There are also
However, life in Bogota has many friends to be made. One
similarities to life in any big city, good way to meet Colombians is
whether it be in the United States to participate in their social affairs.
or in Europe, so students usually Parties always bring the
unexpected. One time, at" a
adjust rather quickly.
birthday party for a member of my
All College of Wooster students
are placed in a home with a Colombian family (which began at
10 p.m. and lasted until the next
Colombian family, which is an
morning!), my "uncle" noticed that
essential part of one's experience
I felt a little uneasy; he invited me '
in Bogota. Students are requested
to take part in family life as much into his den to show me his gun
as possible, depending upon their collection. My uncle took down a
rifle from the wall and passed it
fluency in Spanish. These families,
though not always wealthy, are around to everyone that had
usually cooperative and help followed us. After assuring us all
students to know the 'ins and outs' that it was unloaded, the gun
promptly exploded as he hung it
of surviving in Bogota.
back on the wall. Everyone by this
With four million inhabitants,
the city of Bogota rarely lacks time had different guns in their
activity. The skyline of downtown
hands so no one knew who was
Bogota is full of skyscrapers of guilty of firing the shot.
every modern Architectural Fortunately, the death toll was
design. Teenagers wear Levi's; minimal; no humans, one rather
even an alligator shirt may be seen large window and a set of curtains.
signs Needless to say, the gun exhibit
from time to time. Coca-Coldot the streets with the slogan ended there.
I can honestly say that my time
"have a Coke and smile in
Spanish. Oh yes, and what would a in Colombia was a most
major city be like without the local educational and productive time. I
rarely throw out Lowry food when
Hilton Hotel?
The Andes Mountains, which I think of the thousands of hungry
surround Bogota, give Colombia faces I've seen. Without a doubt;
immense beauty. It is in these any student interested in speaking
mountains, however, that one can Spanish should consider spending
see Colombia's biggest dilemma ax quarter in Bogota and taking
poverty. In the city of Bogota advantage of this Wooster
there are an estimated 5,000 program.
Don Hild, a junior, spent one
people, many of whom are
children, living and sleeping in the ' quarter in Bogota last year; he
streets. These people are plans to spend the next two
generally found at the base of the quarters back in Colombia. A
mountains and without doubt, junior, Hild has a double major in
there are countless more living in history and Spanish and is
these mountains without currently a resident of Douglass

HERE AT WOOSTER

by

by Susan Figge
As many American
cities
struggle for survival, facing a
steady loss of jobs, capita) and
residents, cities in the Third World
are undergoing changes as well. In
his convocation
lecture next
Wednesday, Rafael Hernandez,
Instructor of Spanish and acting
Chairperson of the Spanish

"

--

a

HaH.

KEEP UPfor the
P.A.C.E.
sponsored by Richardson House.
House

The Richardson

Political Awareness and Current
Events does not focus solely on
events of world import, but also
those of state, local and even
campus orientation. In reaction to
one of our first columns, a Voice
reader both challenged and

bemoaned the fact that

Richardson House had not been
involved in Africa Week. We
apologize and would like to state
that had we been more cognizant
of Africa Week we would have
advocated involvement by the

student body, especially

ourselves. Yet by the same token
we would like to endorse
something we feel to be very
worthwhile on our campus that
has gone largely unnoticed,
namely the Lay Academy of
Religion. The Academy is

sponsored

by the Religion
Department and it addresses
issues pertinent to the world
community today in relation to the
Church
On Nov. 4 the session will
investigate the Church and the

Legal Community. A panel of two
judges and one lawyer will be
present. One of those judges will

The lecture is open to the campus
and the general public.
Judge Milligan presided on the
Stark County Family Court for 17
years and is currently a judge in
the Fifth District of the Ohio Court

of Appeals. The district

encompasses 16 counties in the
state of Ohio. He has' also

appeared 'on the national
television program "The

Advocates'' as. well .as authored
two law books and numerous
periodicals. The judge, who is
known throughout the state as an
excellent public speaker, will
provide both an informative and
--

.

scintillating lecture. His topic of
"Judging Good Guys and Bad
Guys" will most certainly have
relevance for all of us, regardless
of political orientation.
Richardson House is dedicated
to providing the campus and
community with speakers and
programs that are in any way
pertinent to political awareness
and current events. We fully
endorse the Lay Academy and
urge all those interested to attend.

Judge Milligan's appearance on
Monday evening is an event that is
sure to heighten one's political
awareness. The upcoming week
will provide both students and
administration ample opportunity
tb become more conscious of
political and current events
a

be the Honorable Judge John R.
Milligan, a 1949 graduate of The
College of Wooster. On Monday,
Nov. 2, two days prior to his
appearance at the Academy, the
Judge will speak at 7 p.m. in Lean
Lecture Room." Judge Milligan is vital element in the life of every
the first in a series of speakers ' thinking man and woman.

Department,

and regibnal planning from the
University of Tennessee, where he
is currently finishing a Ph.D.
project on Hispanic, intellectual
elites.-- Within the field of Latin
American

Spanish America: the Breakdown
of. Colonial Molds." Hernandez,

In the
Interest
Public
Ralph

by
Nader
Members of Ronald Reagan's
are busy
Cabinet and
telling business audiences around
the country that the White House
delivered the budget and tax relief
that corporations have been
clamoring for and now it is up to
these corporations to produce this
country out of the recession.
sub-Cabin- et

There is more than an
undertone of irritation in their
remarks. Stung by Wall Street's
negative response to the Reagan
economic policies, the Reaganites
feel undercut. So they are
becoming more candid about a.
.

major problem adversely affecting

the economy poor corporate
management.

Secretary of" Commerce

Malcolm Baldrige, a former big

business

executive

from

Connecticut, recently described
many managers as "fat, dumb and
happy." He was echoing not only
his own view but that of increasing
numbers of business observers
and executives who are saying
publicly what they had been
thinking privately.
It started a couple of years ago
with men like the heads of Xerox
and Control Data bewailing the

supports

strongly

who

the

inclusion of Third World studies in
our curriculum, will describe
physical, political, economic and

cultural changes in Latin

American cities as they move
through a breakdown in traditional
urban patterns. "Hernandez sees
cities as centers of transcultura-tion- ,
of a transfer and interaction
of values between nations in the
areas of culture.economics and
politics. H we understand the
changes in the cities of the Third
World, we will see more clearly the
reality of interdependence.
Rafael Hernandez received his
B.A. in architecture from the

Bolivariana University in
Columbia and his M.S. in urban

Greece Supports Socialist Movement
by G. Papageorgiou Last Sunday, Oct. 18, voters in
Greece went to the polls for the

third time after the

re-establishm-

ent

of constitutional
order in 1974, the year the military
junta fell. The voters gave an
overwhelming majority to the
unicameral parliament to the
Panhellenic Socialist Movement
(PASOK), which ended an almost
continuous, since WW D, rule by
forces. PASOK's
the
right-win- g

leader Andreas Pandreou will be
the new premier.
The most obvious immediate
observation about the election
lack of innovation and results was the degree of
entrepreneurial spirit. These were
polarization. Out of the seven
the days when large companies
parties that were represented in
blamed Washington for everything
the previous parliament only three
troubling them. For the auto
wiO hold seats in the one just
companies in Michigan, who elected The socialists wiH have
boat and 171 seats, the conservatives about
missed the
lost ground to the Japanese and
116 and the communists win take
Germans, Uncle Sam was the
remaining 13 (it is a '300
the
scapegoat. According to member chamber).
auto moguls, it was not the gas.
This election in Greece is
guzzlers and other forms of important for two reasons. First,
technical stagnation that were the the democratic institutions, stUl
culprits, but federal regualtions,
weak after a long period of
though it was the 1975 federal
instability and stffl recovering from
law that saved the U.S.
the junta shock, are proving to be
companies from even worse loss functioning satisfactorily as they
of sales to foreign imports.
become more and more
Last year, the Harvard Business
entrenched in --the political
Review weighed in with a critique
process. This election was a
of business executives. Authors crucial test for these institutions
Robert Hayes and William because it was the first time that
Abernathy concluded that the the left opposition forces really
corporate economy is "managing had a substantial chance of
our way to economic decline." The coming to power. This
recently retired head of General alternative materialized with the
Electric, Reginald Jones, blamed
victory of PASOK and the shift of
the low quality control of the government authority from the
"manageconsumer products to
right to the
political
ment malaise." Friend of tycoons power occurred without any
told
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen,
side effects:
a business gathering that part of
Secondly, this election was very
our problem with competitiveness
important because the party that
and productivity resides not-ivwiU now form the government
public policy, but right here at this advocates a quite
radical
seminar in the corporate departure from the traditional
boardroom."
- order
of things. PASOK leans
A Wall Street .Journal survey
heavily towards a welfare
rather
reported that 80 percent of the top state (much more
similar to some
managers at 221 companies cite N. European countries' and
away
"poor management" as a key from the U.S. model of laissez
reason for inadequate producti- faire). It also wants to bring key
vity. But it was Lewis Young,
industries
under, government
editor in chief of Business Week, supervision, Xrurb governmental
who touched the nerve of many a bureaucracy, decentralize . the
administration and improve an
(cont. on p. 9)

antiquated educational system. In
the field of international relations,
PASOK stands for renegotiating"
Greece's relationship with the
EEC and rejects the terms of the
current status of membership.
Eventually, PASOK wants to take
Greece out of NATO and close
. down all U.S. military bases that
"are now operating on Greek soil.
The" party has also pledged to
immediately remove any U.S.
nuclear warheads stored in Greek
.

territory.- -

.

fuel-efficien-

non-alignme- nt

development and .prosperity
through

according to the party's platform,
should be more balanced in their
orientation. To this end, PASOK
wants to maintain the country's
relations with the W. European
states and the U.S. but also wants
to widen and increase such
relations with the Third World.
The attention on Greece and
the developments occurring there
wUI not end with the completion of
the shift in power from
Conservatives to Socialists. It may
prove much more important and

cy

!:.!

D-Tex-

g

(..kL.HC

with which it will have to cope; It
wiH be very crucial to determine to
what extent this new administration will be able to fulfflT the
aspirations of the people who
voted it in, longing for a change

g

as,

extra-constitution-

I

and its relations with Greece as
well as for Europe, where the leftist
forces are making something of a
comeback, to see how this new
Socialist government in Greece
wiH confront the very complex

-

left-win-

autonomy

n,

-

contacts. Such contacts,

.

se

left-win-

self-assertio-

expansion of Greece's
international relations and
and-

--

fuel-efficien-

"

.

PASOK favors a policy of
and independence from
any. center of decision-makin- g
outside Greece. It seeks economic

cy

all-purpo-

his special

philosophy and philosophy in
literature. His lecture willl be
accompanied by slides.
An original play-b- y
Annetta
Jefferson, The Fishmonger, will be
presented in the Shoolroy Arena
Theatre at 8:15 p.m. on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 5,6 and
7 and again on Nov. 42, 13 and 14.
On Thursday, Nov. 5 The Art
Center is sponsoring Ernest
Borgnine in An. Offer You Can't
Rffui at ' 8 n m' in ' Mriaui
Chapel.
Moviegoers on Saturday night
should be aware of the ways
women are portrayed in Dressed
to Kill and of the. systematic
brutality and violence directed
against them in the film. Watch for
announcements of an opportunity
to discuss the film and to view a
Sneak Preview episode which
deals with violence against women
in the movies.

discuss "Urban

will

literature

interests include cultural

al

n

and a departure from an

orientation ; which had, in their
opinion, few desired and(
innumerous vice, characteristics.
in this way, the experiment is not
completed with the voting in of a
government. It has just
barely begun and it wiH take lots of
effort and travail before we can
come to some definitions of its
outcome.

-:

.

left-win-

g
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Prospect of Draft Warned

By Cpnsdentious Objectors

1

Can you feel the draft breathing

.4''?;

CCCO is also concerned by
what it perceives as President
down
. The
Central Committee for Ronald Reagan's retreat from his..
Conscientious Objectors warns 4980 statement of opposition to
that the reinstatement of draft draft registration.
"The increasing likelihood of a
inductions may be closer than you
draft," said Spears, "is causing
think.
"The resumption . of draft concern for a growing number of
'
registration for
males high school and college students."
makes it very important that all S With the elimination of the
Americans think through- - their student deferment in the
beliefs about the problems of war the classification available to the
and the draft," said Larry Spears, greatest number of young people
Director of CCCO's Youth is conscientious objection. A
Campaign.
conscientious objector is someone
Also, the Supreme Court ruled who is opposed to participating in
on June 25 that registering men. war on the basis of deeply held,
but not women lor the draft does moral ethical or religious beliefs.
not violate the U.S. Constitution. During the time of a draft, anyone
According to Prof. Peter recognized by their draft board as '
Goldberger, an attorney and a conscientious objector would
teacher at the Villanova University then serve two years doing
School of Law, Villanova, PA, alternate civilian service.
This decision brings us astep Spears stated that over 27,000 But wUl it blow up like a balloon? Hygeia's latest "health display" for sexually active men boasts
condoms in a number of shapes, styles and colors. Connoisseurs of these rubber-ize- d
preventatives
individuals have already
closer both to prosecution of draft-ag- e
may examine them don't touch, please in the downstairs men's rest room of the clinic Photo by
and to "resumption registered with CCCO through its
- .
of draft inductions." The exclusion conscientious objector card. Mary Neagoy.
of women from registration will These cards are available, free of
make it easier for Congress to charge, from CCCO, P.O. Box
".
"V796, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
. reinstate the 'draft.
i
r
i a
One consequence of the
oif my
Decause
ley simpiy
doorbell. In the nine days he'd
siaie
and swearing at the "queers" and
Court's decision, commented
Jiefs about war, I am opposed t
lived in Largo, Florida, since
(cont.
swept
down
on
"homos,"
theFree
last
week)
. .
from
Goldberger, is that it should
tticipahng in the military.
moving
from Detroit with his wife
Spirit. When the melee ended,
remove any doubts that anyone
If you'd
dialed the KKK's they'd left their mark on the heads"
TThe usefulness of this card,"
their seven children, there had
and
may have "had about the close commented Spears, is that it .recorded, message in Pensacola,
been no welcome wagon for this
and faces of patrons. Two weeks
connections , between . registraFlorida, last year, you'd have later, a second attack took place.
provides a record of an individual's
black family. Instead,' Watkins
tion, a "real draft",. and opposition to war. This CO card heard a "warning" to a black The same mob descended on a
looked onto his front lawn and
'
'
mobilization for war."" .
will help to demonstrate to the
teacher at Escambia High School
squinted at the sight of a fifteen-- "
place, a
"The position arguedby the military that hundreds of to stop disciplining white students. "queer" meeting
foot-tal- l
flaming cross. On the
Will Rogers Park.
bathroom
at
government's lawyers and thousands of young people will not In Franklin, Tennessee, members Credit for the assaults was taken other side o? the street in this
adopted by Justice ReJvuict-flatlserve in the armed forces. Support of the Klan began showing up at by the Youth Corps of the Knights
quiet, middle class neighborhood,
contradicts the "bland public
school-boarmeetings in hoods of the KKK. Two divisions had
for conscientious objection, along
a large crowd had gathered to
relations statement of Selective
and robes, patrolling school recently been established in high
with tle large number of
laugh and jeer.
Service that registration and "the
riding
grounds
vocal
with
and
students
the
and
'.'
Whenthe police caught the
city's
schools in the
"
'"
drirft". r are-,:- ' altogether '.different
on sdhool buses. "Fliers circulated northeastern sector.- movement may help to deter
seven teenagers who pulled the
'
propositions," said Goldberger.
Congress from establishing a ' in Jackson, Mississippi, urged
"prank," the ringleader handed
"We're drumming into the
During the oral argument of the
teachers to "suspend as many Youth Corps that there are other
draft."
peace-timover the ceremonial Ku Klux Klan
.case, Solicitor General Wade H.
CCCOLwas founded in 1948 as blacks" as possible When two uses for baseball bats than hitting
robe he'd worn for the event. It
McCree, Jr. admitted that "you
had been lent to him by an adult
the Central Committee for robed Klansmen walked into a home runs," says Bill Wilkinson.
can't separate the questions of
black Jackson
Conscientious Objectors and has predominantly
friend who lived, in the
Indeed. The Klan promises" a
registration and .the draft. .The
neighborhood. Two weeks later,
served continuously since then as school demanding the transfer of a grizzly farewell for anyone
Court described . registration as
agency
white girl to another school, the supporting integration. "Well set
a national,
when Watkins found one red rose
"the first step 'in a united and
young Americans
administration quickly complied.
counseling
in his mailbox, he still wasn't
up our own state," Louis Beam,
continuous" process designed to
The real authority that the Klan ' Texas Grand Dragon, is reported .laughing. And he didn't laugh
facing the prospect of military
'raise .an - arrny speedily" and
service, and those already in the wields was evident in an ultimatum
have said, "and announce that .. either when a rumbling in the
efficiently.'r
military.
delivered to the superintendent of to
.
family car forced him to the side of
i
nonwhites have twenty-fou- r
North' all
schools in Winston-Salem- ,
the road; he discovered that all of
leave.... Well have to
Carolina. It wasn't so much the hours to
lug nuts on one of the wheels
the
exterminate a lot of them the first
-l- etter, which informed him that the
had
been loosened.
fconf. from p. 1)
time around."
Corps
Youth
Klan
just
had
started
seems to be a certain
There
- "re
doesn't-cari
Beam
trying
Jiuieu ..iiiee
about the
"worst is down . the road. - it in five of his schools. It was the criticism that's been
illusion of machismo when
leveled
IUM.WUI Willi LI1C MlSVVllUIICIll H
his
at
fell out: "You have
teenagers, whether - actual
. cuts are necessary to see that they Reaganomics works, interest rates . calling card that
KKK youth training operation at
visit by the
friendly
paid
a
wiU go down, inflation will go down,
just
been
;
members of the KKK Youth
v Am tif Ma
v
Mama
Camp Puller. In fact, after the
cue uviic mi cut juaiciAsiv woy 9U
Corps or not, perform such acts of
that truly needy students are not and loans for our students won't , KKK. Would you like a real visit?" intense uproar that followed
'
our
because
destruction.
increased'
Take the students at
need
'
fturt."
': Though violence has been a
national press accounts of his
County,
Marin
California, high
a
tuition won't be rising at the rate jt Klan mainstay five leftist radicals
. In respect to an increase in
guerrilla complex last December,
funding .for. financial aid at has been. But there are just too were killed in a melee with he opened a second camp early . school who donned white sheets
and chased black classmates
many of us who won't believe it Klansmen in Greensboro, North this year. When asked about the
through the halls. Meanwhile, nine
this effort
successful .. until we see it. I truly pray that Carolina, two years ago the Klan youthfulness of his' Camp Puller
neecly students and families are has generally been successful in charges, Beam responds, "I would . members of the school's football
team were being suspended for
enlargement in College endow- - not caught; if they are if will be a conveying through the media the even like to start them a little
chanting
"KKK" from the bench,
ments and further appropriations sad day for society and for message that it is nonaggressi ve . younger-mybe at six."'
during a game. At a football game '
.
in J; the College budget. - This education."
But their actions tell otherwise.
While Frank Watkins was
success, is cxemolified bu'theOrehovec's advice to students ' Most people in Oklahoma City relaxing in the living room of his on the opposite side of the
country, between a white and a
dramatic
is to "stay abreast of the issues,
in thp fV!lXK
knew about the gays who hung out new home, watching the Tampa
"black high school in Durham,
nrshnf &vn&nAhtr& niKiK Vine ricon but be cautious. Don't panic at at a place called the Free Spirit Bay Bucs play the Los Angeles
North Carolina, there was a cross
approximately $900,000 in the past what is in the newspapers. Much Club. It was a quiet sort of bar and Rams, he didn't realize that
torched at half time.
.i ww ouiuci!w.yu9. inf increase ' of what is covered in the there was never any trouble.
someone was playing a "practical
"We have ruled out the notion
iwAn rkrwr r th une .' newspapers, deals with concepts Never, that is. until late one night joke" on him. He didn't find out
only 5200,000. .
rather than law, while a proposal is in December 1978. A pack of until almost eleven o'clock that that these are merely, pranks,
' As to what has changed in terms still in the' discussion stage;
meaningless activities," says Irwin
teenagers, swinging baseball bats night, when someone rang his
' of expectations from students,
Suafl of the
act doesn't always mirror the
Orehovec says that "students are discussion of,iL" As well, he wishes
a swastika on a
borrowing more, ; though the to remind Wooster financial aid
. smearing
synagogue
is
an act of terrorism
still
within
of
amounts
their
are
reason." students that much
J So far. it has not been necessarv
He is survived by his wife, Linda Semoncs,
and "bigotry. Inherent - is a
The College has recently learned of the
to assistance comes through" state
who is a graduate student at Montana State
at age 34 of ane of its former
frightening message. A racist
University, and their daugherv Kir a, 3. of
raise ine - nuninCT or nours and College programs rather than death,
Steven L. Johnson. Steve joined
Bozemarvand by his parents of Rockford. .; one"' instructors,
'students are expected lov work federal programs. - "
V: .,
the Department of Spanish and Italian iQ.
Illinois.
Orehovec states that he and .his,;"
Finally, "students can take an September, 1976, after completing an MA.
..' The Johnson were important in the lives of
at Indiana University. While stiH at The
many on this campus, and a group of Steve's - Robert Keating is a freelance
staff will "work on. creative ways" active role," Orehovec expressed. College,
he completed his Ph.D. in Latin
friends and colleagues are collecting money ; journalist based in
to ' help students and families "One member of Congress told American Studies at Indiana University.
New York City.
He
to be sent to Linda. Faculty and students are
nnance an eaucanoru
.me point blank that one letter from left The College in August 1980, lo assume
invited to contribute to his gift, co Sue
'"
Orehovec warns, however that a student or ffamily is "worth ten - duties as assistant professor at Montana Bacon jn the Spanish Department. If Reprinted from Rolling Stone,
possible, contributions should be made on
y 'm lenrjs of the origination fee and " ; trom Financial Aid Directors." He State University. J
June 11, 1981. Permission granted '
or before Tuesday, November 12.
"increased loans many students . encourages students and parents
. by King Features Syndicate,
.
1981.
haven't been affected ' yet; the to write to their legislators.
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Ernest Borgnine Comes to Wooster;
Makes An Offer You Can't Refuse
by Adrienne Packer
The Art Center has made The
College of Wooster an offer it
cannot refuse by bringing Sam
Galhi's play An Offer You Can't
Refuse to McGaw Chapel on
Thursday, Novernber 5 at 8 p.m.
An Offer You Can't Refuse is a
play that was specifically
written for its star, Academy
r
Ernest Borgnine. It
is a traveling show which began on
the east coast in early September, x
and which Borgnine wishes to
perform on Broadway on April 1.
The way things are going, the play
is a cinch to make it because
previous performances have
received great reviews.
An Offer You Can't Refuse is a
comedy
satirical,
which is based on people's ability
to laugh at themselves. It is not
only a spoof of the mafia, but it also
shows the philosophy of the
mafia's view of almost all aspects '
of life. Borgnine plays a Mafioso
Don, "Godfather,' as he gets on
stage and talks about everything
from politics to religion and law
one-ma-

n

Award-winne-

light-hearte-

play, An Offer You Can't Refuse,

Oscar nominee, Ernest Borgnine, will appear in a Broadway-boun- d
Thursday, Nov. 5, at 8 p.m. in McGaw.
of new and old makes this
particular group the strongest he
has ever had. In the sax section are
Cathy Baumgartfier and Buddy
Gladden, to give solidity to the
already steady performance of
Don Rice, Jeff Mork and Jay
Heiser. Craig Lundgren is the new
trombonist, and he tits in well with
the strong work of Jim Ulrich, Tim
Slater, Dave Kerr and Joe
Stuligross. An entirely new

Jazz Ensemble
Entertains with
"Sizzling Bnesn

trumpet

section,

with

the

exception of faculty member Jack
Gallagher, includes Dale Grubb,
Pete Lawson and Chuck Craig, all
fine players. Two rhythm section
additions also add strength and
versatility. Mac Squier is a fine
guitarist in the jazz tradition, and

A sizzling new blues composition
will

-

be given its premiere by The

of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble on Friday night,
October 30, at 8:15 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. The new

College

work by Donald Rice is entitled
"Back to Basics," and was
motivated by the comments of
some of Rice's friends who had
characterized him as a composer
of "far-ou- t
music." Rice responded
by turning to the blues and the
challenge of making them different
at the same time.
There are some new faces in the
ensemble, and Director Stuart
Ling believes that the combination

drummer Jonathan Miller fits in
well with the very capable pianist
Cathy Clasper and bassist Joe
Incavo. Ling says, "This bunch can
really cook if things are going
right."
The program will include a
range of big band jazz and small
combo music. There is no
admission charge for students.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

Fish Monger is Jefferson's Catch
In Act II, the Shoolroy

The Fishmonger is a three act
drama which poses the question:
"What happens to the human
personality when illusions are
abruptly torn away and there is
nothing to take their place?"
Act I and Act III are set in the .
Fishbowl, a small neighborhood
restaurantbar in New York City.
It is here that the audience meets
the rather unorthodox patrons of
the Fishbowl. They are: Mark
(Glenn Becker), an out of work

Shakespearean

actor,

who

alternates between quoting the
Bard, drinking gin and referring to
himself as a cliche; Joe (Russ
White), a "would be" womanizer
who constantly fabricates stories
about his romantic exploits; Susan
(Wendy Wallis), an "artist" who
draws distorted pictures of people

Paynter), Anna's son! who
r..-.

e

his-origin-

al

destruction of his own illusion.
Although we are amused by the
transparent poses the characters
assume throughout . the play;
nevertheless, we identify with their
courage which, while not being
heroic in. the epic sense, has a
certain kind of dignity. The
playwright has utilized various
modes in that the play ranges from

suddenly appears after ten years
of unexplained absence.
v--

;.'.":."-

transferred into The Experimental
Box Theatre ih Greenwich Village
which is noted for its productions
of Avant-gardtravesties. Here
Rudy performs
drama
before an audience which includes
the regulars of the Fishbowl. He
describes his play as being
eclectic. In actuality, it is a
fragmented
depiction of his
twisted view of the Fishbowl
patrons. The actors are masked
caricatures. In Act III, we see the
effects of Rudy's play on the main

characters and the final

with fish eyes; Mattie (Maria
Whitaker), an astute, but rather
senile old woman who confuses
night with day and continually
talks about Daddy, her deceased
husband; Anna (Susan Liggett); a
widower, who is the proprietor of
the restaurant; Rudy (Scott

.-?-sti-

"

Theatre is

x

absurdism to realism, from
comedy to pathos. (
Other members of the cast are:
Jeff Yost, Susan McQueen, Janet
Youngdahl, Jeff Rider, Tom Truss,
Chris Causey, Gretchen Shearer,
Sara Hoskins, Pete Silva, Mimi
Richmond, and Jim Rusticjk,.
'

I"-.-

'

'

"V

?C
-r-.-

d

from the mafia's point of view.
Several quotations in the play
support this. Among them are "the
reason your bank calls itself a trust
company as well is that you can
bank on one thing with them, you
can't trust them," "My family and
the Chruch got one thing in common neither one of pays taxes,"
and "If you think I'm an imperfect
man, wait until I make you can
offer you can't refuse." When
asked if he had received any calls
from the Mafia because of the
play's content, Borgnine replied,

"not yet."
The Art Center was lucky
enough to obtain the play through
a large amount of legwork and its

N.Y. agent,

Kolmar-Lut-

h

Entertainment. It is a
for the Art Center, costing $7,500,
fund-rais-

er

This price is inexpensive

compared with not only the
monetary profit, but' also the
beneficial P.R. recognition of the
Art Center and The College of
WoosterT At $8.00, the tickets may
seem expensive, but for a play of
this caliber, they are inexpensive.

Exhibit "Women View Men" in Different Ways
ArtistsPhiKp

by
Core
Oct. 18 was the opening of a
modest-sizeshow of artwork
entitled "Women View Men" at

processes and printing methods
were evident, but technique was
not the only point. One artist
working in Color Xerox had
several things which had the aura
of perfumed letters from the
distant past and dealt with the look
of 19th century photo albums with
their pressed flowers: faded
pictures of anonymous men of
parts. Another photographer
(working with billboard "benday
dots") shows the 1981 winners of
the Cleveland Rugby Cup with the
whole team on a boat on the
Cuyahoga. Two men 'with their
backs to us are holding up the
gleaming cup while pulling down
their swim trunks with their free
hands: "Feminist Moon Spirits,"
indeed! A
in color
was in a glossy centerfold
object vein. A large black and
white photo of a man exposing his
hairy torso was equally handsome
(minus the beer belly in the Chuck
Close painting of a similar

d

Lakewood's Beck Center.

Although I got there late and
things were drawing to a close, the
male life model was still leaning on
his elbow reclining on a bench in
the middle of the exhibit area. Clad
only in loincloth and rose petals,
he was a living statue having
maintained this pose all afternoon.
Unlike the stiff poses of the British
duo of "Gilbert & George"
(wearing metallic face paint and
formal attire), this model looked as
relaxed as anyone at a toga party.
Shirley Aley Campbell, a painter
of substance, curated the show. It
was immediately apparent to me
that Shirley has kept her eyes
peeled for innovative work in other
media besides painting. In fact, the
weakest item in the mixed-medi- a
show was a dead traditional
portrait of a man by a woman. Half
of the show was devoted to exposure).
photographic work. Different photographer did
photo-diptyc-

h

man-as-a-

rt

--

-

Still-anothe-

r

a huge, hirsute

.

head wearing shades and hat with
twin reflections on the spectacles
. of a painted lady and entitled
"woman viewing a man viewing a
woman."

-

Maybe the most inviting and

participatory piece was a soft doB
house "Men I have known"
with Dutch doors opening to
reveal compartments holding
bean-ba- g
inserts with colorful men
siDcscreened on. Nice" to fondle
and squeeze. Another woman did
a fibre piece to be hung on a man
Eke hempen altar vestments for a
nsnerrnan-pnes- r
maae of rope
fibre with sawtooth cloth hern.
There was a fine 'example of
calligraphy 'quoting Dostoevsky
for some reason. One woman dida
print on handmade paper of a few
men casting long cool shadows.
And one penal drawing was based
. on a 19th century portrait of a
dozen young patriarchs-to-be.

The funniest

piece was

undoubtedly Shirley Campbell's
painting of a black male "TEN!".
(cant, on p. 11)

Unique Experiments
The Fishmonger is in a way, a
collage resulting from all the
strange people that Jefferson has
ever met. She says, these people

an absurd sort of
conversation in her head one day
last spring, and she decided to turn
it into a play. Through the
encouragement of one of her
students, and the suggestion from
Jerry Hanson that The College
needed a new play to enter in the

started

.

American College Theatre

Festival, she wrote through the
summer.
The play is officially entered in
the American College Theatre
Festival. A judiator comes to
watch the play one night to judge
it, and a videotape must be sent to
the other judges. If the play wins, it
will go on to Regionals in the
Indiana Theater Festival, and then
to Washington, D.C. for finals.
The cast includes Glenn Becker
as Mark, Russ White as Joe,
Wendy Wallis as Susan, Maria
Whitaker as Mattie, Susan Liggett
as Anna and other supporting

actors and actresses. Tickets are
on sale at Freedlander Theatre.

The Fishmonger, an experimental play by Annetta Jefferson, presents a scenario of human existence, emphasizing the effect on
the human personality when dustons are ripped aside with
nothing to replace them. The emotional onslaught of this is often
duplicated Wednesday nights in the Voice office. Pictured is
Wendy Wallis as Susan. Photo by Mary Neagoy.

Guldin Recommends System Changes
by Robin Wilson
to your grandparents
or even your parents long enough,
you will find out that Things are

In addition, the third stage of the
criminal justice system
the
courts
is inefficient due
primarily to processes of informal
justice. Currently, 60 percent of
criminal offense charges are
reduced in lieu of a guilty plea
through plea bargaining. This
reduces the case load of the courts
but does it serve justice, Guldin
x
wondered.
Punishment
the final step of
the system
can also be"

If you talk

not like' they used to be."
At one time, a loaf of bread was
10 cents, people really worked to
make a living and, most important,
one could feel safe in the streets
even after dark.
Not any more. Teenagers now

.

vandalize once tranquil

criticized, mostly because

--

-

Studies

out.

As Guldin said, however;
recognizing these problems is not

enough,

professor of sociology, at The
College of Wooster Wednesday
convocation. As it is, he said,

Americans,

explored.

misunderstand the causes and are
apathetic about finding solutions.
According to Guldin, there are
problems with all four aspects of
the criminal justice system
criminal law, law enforcement, the
courts and prisons.
First, the criminal law itself is

-

and domestic

Second, the professor says

For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
Make Thanksgiving

--

.

and Christmas
Reservations Early
for Better ' Rates.'
'.
r
-

-

--

.

CALL
5

264-650Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305

criminal justice must begin. "We
as. a society are unaware and
uninterested. We have got to
begin with an informed concern as
a start " to a solution," he
concluded.

could operate more

This would mean speedy trials,
which are closer to the date of
arrest, and reform of the bail policy
which releases offenders prior to
their hearings." These changes
insure that "the deterrent effect is
swift and final," Guldin quoted
Burger.
Burger also suggests limiting
those cases which may use
appellate review, and speeding up
the appellate process, which may
currently take as long as two years
once all the evidence for a case has
been collected, Guldin noted.
Guldin doubts, however, that
Burger will be able to find money
needed for his reforms. "Will
Cleveland find more money when
they already cannot find money for
their schools..." Guldin wondered.
Taxpayers will not be willing to pay
for criminal justice reforms, he

CLASSIFIEDS
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W

"
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Marquette Charters
Anti-ReStudents

(cont. from p. 6)

Clinic. . Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 .West Market St.
.
Call toll free
Planned Parenthood, located at

2680!4 Cleveland Rd. in

Wooster.
pregnancy testing,
premarital blood tests, counseling,
PAP tests, and birth control Call
has

low-co-

st

345-779- 8.

anti-commun-

.

ist

g

fast-risin-

enormous consequence is that
They officially rejected Speak bad executives, or at least those
Out because it did not elect its who get along by going along,
officers democratically. Speak usually drive out the bold,
Out subsequently revised its innovative management types.
constitution, which finally passed. Which is why most innovations
Some senators were still still come from small businesses
opposed to the group at the headed by their founding
second vote. "It is a question of entrepreneurs. Later, the large
whether (Speak Out) would cortglomerates buy them out.
Maybe the Reagan government,
restrict others' freedom,'" Senator
Richard Berg told the Marquette by removing Washington as a
"

.

scapegoat,

inadvertently place
top corporate management under
a more critical spotlight. Certainly
some internal evaluation by many
younger managers is going on,
given the best seller popularity of
books on Japanese styles
current
will be available at meals today in
management. of
Lowry Center and Kittredge
But the best proddersior better
Dining Hall. If you. missed the
management
remain quality
opportunity to sign one of the market competition
strong
Freeze petitions, they are also consumer organizationsandfrom the
available at Westminster Church outside,
and an improved-environmen-t
Hotjse during business hours. An
for worker
International Students and Worla productivity from . the
inside.
Citizens petition is being
programs and
Government
circulated in Babcock Hall.
laws which have shown in the past
Westminster Peacemakers how to stimulate the economy
report that response to the Freeze (government research money
and . the events of International helped mightily in the developDisarmament Week has been ment of microprocessing,
extremely favorable. This week computer chips and airline design
and the .Freeze campaign are a improvements,
will
part of the continuing effort of not be much of a factor during the
Westminster
Peacemakers to Reagan years. So big business, it's
witness in the interest of peace and your alarm clock.
their faith and - to act before
(Released by The Register and
humankind is destroyed.
Tribune Syndicate, 1981) "
Tribune. "People with Marxist
ideas should be able to voice
them."

(oont. from p. 1)
Supporters of the Freeze are
Republicans, Democrats, conservatives and liberals. Endorsements of the Freeze have come
from The United Presbyterian
Church, Church Women United,

American
.

Friends Service

Committee, Clergy and Laity
Concerned.' National Council of
Churches, Physicians for Social

Responsibility,

numerous

will

Custom
Picture Frcming
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,

get things done when he declared
Milwaukee, WI (CPS) The that executives "are building
Marquette student government corporate hierarchies and
has finally recognized a bureaucracies that are every bit as
conservative student group that lethargic, obstructive and non- productive as those in government
aims to spread Catholic and
which people complain so
about
literature among
bitterly."
Marquette students.
John DeLorean. a
Marquette senators approved
the constitution- - of the group, GM executive star, quit at age 48
called Speak Out, just a month when he was a vice president
after rejecting it on several because "you were to harassed
technical grounds. A number of and oppressed by committee
senators admitted that they'd meetings and paperwork. It (GM)
voted against Speak Out out of has gotten to be a total insulation
antipathy to the group's political 'from the realities of the world.".
penalty of.
A. little-notestance and avowed propagandists

Peacemakers Support Bilateral Freeze

Congresspeople , religious and
secular organizations. Petitions

evening. Closed Mondays.

.

corporate person who wants to

d

purpose.

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe,' personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks.. Birth Control

added.
Guldin therefore takes what he
calls a sociological view for solving
the problems of the criminal
justice system. - He says this
perspective goes beyond Burger's
reform by calling for social justice
and an end to racial and class
prejudices.
"The criminal justice system
and society itself can be the causes
of crime," Guldin pointed out. By
attaching labels to certain kinds of
like "rapist,"-"juvenideviance

Jfci

i

d

SERVICES

-

;

picas

.

backyards."
It is with the localities
with the
people
however, that attempts
at finding a solution to problems of

--

agencies, Guldin said.

II

.

efficiently.

disturbances which could be dealt
with more effectively by social

346 E BOWMAN ST.

National Convention.
"Burger's approach is basically
'more of the same, but better,"'
Guldin noted. The Chief Justice
calls for more money, to be
directed into the system so that all

levels

control and regulate behavior like

Consultants

be

--

overextended, attempting to

Flair Travel

must

'

Justice Warren
E. Burger offered some such
solutions in his presentation to the
American Bar Association's

problems of criminal justice but

Americans expect too much out of
police .officers given the limited
amount of resources available for
law enforcement. "The officer is
expected to have the wisdom of
Solomon, the courage of David,
the leadership of Moses and the
kindness of the Good Samari- tan..." Guldin reported.

solutions

Recently,-Chie- f

recognize the

drunkenness

have shown "that,

"negative sanctions do not shape
positive behavior," Guldin pointed

Guldin,

David

-

;

self-fulfilli- ng

l-800-362-

suggested-

America pursues ' imprisonment
without knowing whether such
punishment is actually the best
deterrent to crime, Guldin said.

delinquent," andf "convict"
the
justice system encourages a
prophecy
among criminals.
In addition, the sociological
perspective urges that the actual
injustices within the system
like
discrimination and differential
arrests and convict ions
be
attacked before more money is
spent on convicting more of the
same kind of criminals. "If the
larger society is unjust in its
treatment of minorities, it is too
much to hope that the criminal
justice system can operate fairly,"
Guldin said.
As a result, then, Guldin's own
" socio! igical solution" calls for
greater control by minorities.
"None of the guards at Attica
during
the prison riots were
black," he said.
In addition, Guldin sees a need
to decentralize the criminal justice
system by moving control into the
hands of communities. Currently,
however, he said, the reply is
similiar to citizens recognizing the
need for sewage treatement but
not wanting "facilities in their own
crimirjal

i9150.

-

neighborhoods, college women
are raped in their dorm rooms, and
the elderly ; are robbed and
brutalized.
Maybe parents are right "
crime has increased. But just
realizing the problems of the
criminal justice system is not
enough. "If we are to create a more
efficient justice system, we must
first recognize its complexity,"

October 30, 1981, VOICE. Page 9
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Black Students Hardest Hit
s
By Reagan's Aid

by Christopher Potter
(CPS) "They sell like crazy,"
says an editor at High Times
magazine.
"They're some of the most

Cut-back-

Mongtomery. AL (CPS)

So

"next year

far, college isn't what she
expected. Federal student aid
cutbacks have left her $266 per
quarter short of her expenses at
Alabama State Unviersity. To save
money, she lives in a $12.50 per
y

re-enro-

other

predominantly-blac-

be another story."

ld

er

then-candida-

k

colleges around the country.
Black colleges, which draw
students from relatively poor
sectors of the economy, expect to
start losing students rapidly. Some
students, like Smith, might drop
out. Others are transferring to
larger, cheaper public colleges.
Administrators worry that there
might not be enough students left
to keep the black campuses open
in any worthwhile form.
Clark College in Atlanta, for
example, lost about 100 students
this fall, "most" of whom switched
to state schools, according to
Financial Aid Director Marian
Wilkes.
Alabama State's enrollment is
down by one percent. Delaware
State College and Langston
University report "slight" declines
this fall, while Tuskegee Institute's
student population fell by seven

Reagan's current plan to
compensate for federal aid cuts by
spurring private contributions to
black colleges hasn't raised much
hope on campuses.
"I think (Reagan's) b.s.'ing,"
says Paul Reynard of Delaware
State. "At the same time he's
telling (Secretary of Education)
this
Terrel Bell to
he's telling him to
shut down the Department of
Education. He's talking out of two
sides of his face."
"I don't believe him," adds
Howard's Cecil Franklin. "I don't
see how he can possibly raise
private support for black schools
while denying them governmental
co-ordina-

te

(fund-raising- ),

of Wooster administrative
changes were approved by the
college board of trustees Friday.

Marjorie Kramer,

alumni-admission-

s

coordinator, has been
promoted to Director of Alumni
Relations.

alumni

and

help provide

opportunities for them to remain
active in the life of the college.
A 1973 Wooster graduate,
Kramer was a reporter
photographer for the Holmes
County Farmer Hub and Wooster
Daily Record. She also served as
public information director at the

"look-alike-

",

Fly-by-nig-

pharmaceutical

ht

s

1959

A

us."
On the other hand,

Bill

Olson of

the University of Colorado

counseling service saw an increase
in usage during the past year.
"They were pretty popular last
spring," he notes, "although we
haven't had anyone come in
experiencing problems, strung out
on the stuff."
"There have been at least five
deaths nationwide as a result of
caffeine drugs," contends Dr.
John Spikes, chief toxicologist at
.

the Illinois public health

department, whose State recently
initiated legal action to prohibit
"And there are
sales of
others that probably haven't been
reported, simply because people
didn't realize what had triggered
the victim's reaction."
"There have been some deaths
look-alike-

s.

confirmed," agrees Chris Smith of
the Food and Drug Administration, "although some of those may
have been deliberate suicides."
"You'd have to be cautious of
repeated usage of (butyl nitrite),"
warns Dr. Charles Sharp of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
citing evidence of .a number of
deaths among homosexuals who,
he says, are the most frequent
incense mdulgers. By and large,
though, he concedes most people
(cont. on p. 11)

Wooster graduate,

Knorr was an assistant

of Brighton
in Rochester
before returning to Wooster in

superintendent

PRE-LA-

W

STUDENTS

1974.

He has helped institute
Wooster's

"We could be in much worse
shape next year," observes Dr.
Walter Sapp, Tuskegee's dean of
student affairs.
Most black college administrators contacted for this article
agreed that there will be a real
crisis next fall. "Although (the
cuts) have not affected us
drastically right away, there is fear
of what any additional cuts will do.
They will almost certainly hurt."
"If Reagan cuts more aid,"
Smith agrees, "I just won't be able
to go (to college) because there's
just my mother, and I have three
younger sisters."
Even at
Howard University in Washington, D.C., where enrollments are
"about the same" as last year,

alumni-admission- s

program, initiated the annual
spring tours of the Scot Band and
was instrumental in establishing
the Ohio Light Opera Company at

Wooster in 1979.
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"COME OJNE WITH US"

to
Friday, November 6 from 10:00-12:0- 0
w
speak with interested pre-lastudents. If
you believe, as many do, that significant
developments regarding the country's
future, and yours, are taking place in the
southwest, we suggest you make inquiries
about our law school, which supplements
the traditional study of law with a substantial program in energy and other areas.
Plus, we believe we have an jdeal environment for professional and personal growth.
For further details, contact:
College of Wooster Recruiting Coordinator

--

'Need a change of atmosphere?
Well give you Home-cookin-g
in a family setting!
DINING ROOM
FAMILY STYLE
SALAD BAR

Professor Tom Arnold of the University of
Tulsa College of Law will be on campus

ROBERTA WALMER
or write to:
The University of Tulsa College of Law
3120 East 4th Place
Tulsa, OK 74104
The University of Tu tea has an Equal

Coll:

567-221-

h

companies reportedly have been
springing up like wildfire during the
Agricultural Technical Institute in past year, flooding the college
Wooster before joining the college market with pills and incense,
often advertising openly in campus
staff in 1979.
newspapers with promos for large
The alumni'-admissionhelpings
of stimulants.
supports
the
which
program,
It is questionable
for the
nationwide-admissio- ns
effort of
just how prevalent
the college, expanded from 100 to" moment
include 700 volunteersunder her student use of the legal stimulants
guidance.

Central Schools

support."

percent.

relatively-prosperou-

Two College

Wooster, Ohio

te

desegregation policy is weakening
black colleges."

--

--

New Administrators
Recently Announced

Frank L. Knorr, who has held
the alumni post since 1974, was
The demonstrations were, named a Director of Development
organized by New York television in a move to strengthen that
personality Tony Brown, who last department for the. Campaign for
Wooster.
year organized a Washington,
The appointments are effective
D.C. Black Colleges Day and
Reagan for Jan. 1, 1982.
praised
In her new position, Kramer will
being "the only (presidential
contender) to talk about how the organize the activities and
Department of Education's programs for Wooster's 20,000

ll

d

s

m

mid-Octob-

today," says an Illinois public
health official.
"We're giving the public foods,
not drugs," claims 'accompany
president.
The controversial objects in
"legal body
question are
which
stimulants," pseudo-drugsweeping
reportedly
been
have
college campuses in popularity the
past year or so. The products,-whicby and large are quite legal,
usually take the form either of
capsules and tablets
designed to resemble amphetamines, Quaaludes or cocaine; or
butyl nitrite, an oxidizing agent
marketed as "liquid incense" that
buyers inhale out of a small bottle.
The capsules and tablets usually
"contain a combination of caffeine,
phynylpropanolmine (an antihistamine) and ephedrine sulfate. They
provide users with enough of a
"high" to satisfy them as being the
genuine article, though the bogus
pills cost dealers far less than do
genuine amphetamines. The pills
provide the stimulant equivalent of
"perhaps two cups of coffee,"
according to a Food and Drug
Administration spokesman.
Inhaling butyl nitrite, or "liquid
incense," triggers a brief increase
in blood pressure and heartbeat,
causing the user to feel giddy and
euphoric for about two minutes
before returning to normal.
so-calle-

and
has become, or
how dangerous If at all such -products actually are.
"I haven't heard of these drugs
hitting our campus," says student
counselor Kent Poey of the
University of Massachusetts. "We
haven't really seen anything
around here," says William C.
White, director of psychological
services at Cornell. "It couldn't be
very big among our students."
"I've heard no mention of it,"
agrees University of Michgian staff
psychologist Evie Gauthier,
"though maybe it's just that we're
not asking about it. Maybe kids
who are into it aren't coming to
look-alike- s

dangerous drugs on the market

Cecil A.

Franklin.
The reason is that huge
percentages of students at black
colleges are dependent on eroding
student aid programs like Pell
Grants, National Direct Student
Loans and Social Security.
Eighty percent of Howard's
students depend on aid to get
through school. At Delaware
State, it's 70 percent, compared to
79 percent at Clark, 75 percent at
Langston, and 90 percent at
Tuskegee and at Winston-SaleState University.
As a result, there is widespread
bitterness toward the Reagan
administration on predominantly
black campuses. An estimated
30,000 black students rallied in 15
on Black
sjates in
Colleges Day. the mood at many
marches was angry.

week boarding house off campus.
job
She can't get a work-studand, even if she could, the
freshperson worries that she's
not up to the strain of working and
going to school.
Consequently, this first quarter
of her college career may be her
last. "I need a miracle," she says.
But Dorenda Adams, Alabama
State's financial aid director,
doesn't see a miracle coming.
She has "no confidence" in
President Reagan's plan to have
private contributors make up the
deficits left by federal student aid
cuts. She estimates there are
about 200 other Alabama State
students like Cynthia Smith who,
in the absence of private help, may
not have the money to
next term.
Such worries plague all
campuses this fall, but no schools
are harder hit by the federal cuts
than Alabama State and the 101
18-year-o-

will

predicts Registrar

New Campus Fad

"Pseudo-Drugs- "

Program.
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Women View Men:" A Kaleidoscope
Of "Disturbing and Ubiquitous Images

J

(cont. from p. 8)
Four figures (three women, the
man; but no six pack to go!) on a
monochrome background. The
black model get the "ten" rating
partly because Shirley has always
adored muscular male models and
partly because "the stronger sex
needs to get more attention."
Anyway, Mr. Stud is a stripper
wearing only a jockstrap that
women have stuffed with "the long
green with a short future." Of the
three fully clothed females, I
recognized only Shirley's younger
daughter leering at us voyeurs!
This show of work from the
women's sphere was beautiful and

nothing muddled, spastic or New
Wave about this lady's work, not
even when a woman in pink seated
(like a
on a pink
sow on a hog!) is the subject in an
earlier painting.
All in all, it was a loving show by
over eight women artists that
avoided bitterness and "New
Image"
sloppiness. It was the American
Male's turn to be the butt of
amusement and be praised to the
polluted skies of Cleveland.
Thankfully missing were those
distrubing and ubiquitous images
rape and other
of
violent acts so much in vogue in
entertaining even worth this Age of the Assassin. All that is
cracking chauvinist jokes about.
The power
happening
As always, her representation of struggles of Marlboro Men were
the figure shows a thorough not featured in this show no use
grounding in life drawing (which giving the dark side of mankind
Mrs. Campbell teaches at Cuyaany room to show off! Instead,
hoga Community College in Shirley Campbell's discriminating
Parma). She knows and utilizes eye found that Sisterhood can
principles of architectural compohave a powerfully irreverent sense
sition from as far back as the of humour. Here men are seen as
Italian Renaissance which make, dessert or even the addendum.
her. paintings seem so spacious
"Women View Men" continues
and heartfelt. There is through Nov. 5 and includes
the
Harley-Davidso-

n

USC Students Protest Official Policy
Concerning Foreign Student Arrests
U.-L-

Service

Naturalization

os

in

trying to leave a message for an
administrator; campus police say
the students refused to disperse
when told to do so.

sloppiness-for-the-sake-of-

wife-batterin-

-;

g,

-

by Sue Allen
As evidenced by their last two
games, the Women's Soccer Club
has been hard at work these past
few weeks. The team defeated
Ohio Wesleyan
in a
remarkably exciting game on
Katie Blood and Heather Murphy X Monday, October 19. In a thrilling
battle with Denison this past
grabbed seventh through eleventh
Saturday, Wooster's quality was
for Wooster.
evident again, although the
"It was a good meet. We needed
Scotties were finally defeated by
the experience and the win. It was
Denison's experienced booters
a real --confidence builder," said
with
a score of
coach Craig Penney.
The Oberlin game, played on a
This week the women will taper
chilly afternoon, demonstrated the
for the OAC meet Saturday. "We
Scotties' capabilities. Taking
have a good shot at second place.
"tdvantage of an Oberlin fullback's
The team to beat is Marietta for
It
will come down to
second.
mental
preparation," Penney
predicted.
The women will travel to Ohio
Wesleyan Saturday for the OAC
Championships.

deGuzman Paces Scotties
Katharine L. Blood
Afl the miles of training on their
home course paid off for The
College of Wooster women's
cross country team Saturday,
October 24. The Scotties soundly
by a
defeated Baldwin-Wallac-e
score of 26-31

5.

Baldwin-Wallace-

Mary

's

Haffner won the race with the time
of 1958. Number one Scottie
runner, Theresa DeGuzman
finished second with the fast time
of 2(h36 Freshmen Amy Smith
and Mandy Burr came in with
fourth and fifth while Peggy Elder,
Nancy Conger, Karin Craven,

5

be a triway match between the
Scots, Bluffton and Akron, Akron
The College of Wooster failed to show, so Wooster played
women's voOeybaB team played at two matches against Bluffton.
Walsh on October 21 and defeated They lost the first match (12-1-

8-1- 5,

5,

4-1-5.

15-1- 1.

It was a difficult

15-4- ).

9-1- 5,

match played

against a scrappy team."

remarked Coach Maksymicz.
This was the first match where the

Wooster

Spikers

ran into

spectator problems. The Walsh
members harassed the Wooster
squad, trying to throw off their
game. Undaunted, ' the Scots

concentrated harder and
-

continued to play tough.
Last weekend, on! Saturday,
October 24, Wooster competed at
Bluffton in what was. supposed to

33X

.

Pseudo-Drugs- "
(cont. from p. 10)

can probably net bu without

problems'."
"Our product Is among the most
benign substances you could find,
as benign as tap water," exults W.
Jay Freezer, San Francisco-basemanufacturer of Rush, the most
popular butyl njtrite inhalent. "The
chemical gets nowhere near the
brain."
Dean Latimer, associate editor
of .High Times magazine, is
skeptical about the stimulants'
value. "These things will keep you
awake, impair your diet, and youU
build up a total tolerance within
two weeks," he scoffs. "I used to
be a speed freak, and taking this
new stuff is like taking two or three
cups of Turkish coffee. If doesn't
'
do much of anything." d

:

.

15-- 8,

and won the

13-1- 5)

--

15-second (17-1In the first match, Wooster played
without good communication but
regrouped between matches and
gained back, confidence. In , the
second match, their spikes and
sets were hard and better placed.
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. Wooster
hosts Dayton and Mt. St. Josephs.
Dayton is a division D team who
has a better selection of quality
players and should be good
competition for the Spikers.
5,

9,

10-1- 5,

15-12-

).

error, Becky Chase scored again gave 1U1 percent. Chase
Wooster's first goal. Chase then started out the game by dribbling
assisted
Gail Wagner, past a Denison wing to score
who popped a cross from Chase .within the first few minutes of play.
Denison then' came down hard
into the corner of the net.
Oberlin fought back hard, on Wooster. Despite Wooster's
great efforts to rebel, Denison
scoring a goal and prompting
victory.
Wooster to pull together. took home a
The Women have ,rwo weeks
-- Wooster's
enthusiasm mounted
and
Heather Wittier remaining in their season and are
soon pounded the ball in from the hoping for a strong finish, as is
their coach Jeff Hollander.
18 yard line. Rosalind Waskow
.Wooster will take on Kenyon
used a corner kick by Karen
Saturday, October 31 at
this
Doerbaum to score the final goal
for the Scotties, who returned to home. The game will be played on
the men's practice field. Game
Wooster with their
victory.
In the home game with time is 11 a.m., and campus
Denison on Saturday, Wooster support is much appreciated.
co-capta-

in

3-- 1

half-bac- k

4-- 1

WEI (D(!Brv3P(ll)l?JD(DOT0rJ

by Missy Horning
- Nancy Neagoy

(15-1- 0,

(4-1- ).

3-- 1.

Scottie Spikers Win, Lose, Now 22-them

.

Scottie Booters Split, Chase Big Gun

on-camp-us

arrests of foreign students
who have violated their visas. The
arrested students claim they were

.

.

1

'Fourteen students were

State
arrested at California
.
i
iney
Angeies' receraiy wnen
entered an administration bulding
to protest campus officials policy
of assisting, the Immigration and

--

work of Sara Anliot, June Benner,
Carol Calabrese, CeBa Condit,
Edris Ecfchardt, Bianca Kovar,
Phyllis Seltzer, Phyllis Sloane and
Dorothy Turobinski.

I

off-stag- e.

y

11

is lookina for vou to
canvas off ices and homes

selling telephone
n eq uipment. if
i nte
rested in tu rn in g
spare time into cash, call
m ce Hill and leave name
and teleph one hii mber
com-munica- tio
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Scots Beaten by Aggressive Capital
by Bobby Moore
The Scot football squad, trying
to attain the number two spot in

the Blue

Division behind

Wittenberg, went through an
intensive week of practice in order
to prepare themselves for the
Crusaders of Capitol. Wooster
was coming off a defeat courtesy
of Wittenberg. Likewise, Capital
was recuperating from a surprising
loss to Ohio Wesleyan. The scene
was set for a tough matchup with
both teams striving for the number
two position. Unfortunately, the
Scots came up on the short end.
After a long and frustrating
afternoon, the Crusaders ended
up on top by a score of 14-After the first two series of
downs, the fans could tell it was to
be a defensive battle without much
offensive excitement. Capital's
offense took the field first and were
held to four plays by the staunch
Scot defense. A short punt gave
Wooster good field position, but
the offense could not move the
ball. On a fourth and one play, the
Scots took an early gamble. They
went for the first down rather than
punting. Mobilia crashed into the
middle of the line and came up
6.

short. This failure gave the
Crusader offense good field
position and a little momentum. It
seemed as if the Scot defense
would not be swayed by the

sudden turnaround because

Capital was forced into a fourth
and seven situation. With some
,
the Crusaders kept
their march going with "an end
reverse play to get the much
needed first down. From here, the
inspired Capital offense scored the
first touchdown of the day.
On the ensuing kickoff, Dave
Jones took the ball on five yeard
line and followed a wedge of
blockers as he rambled downfield
for a 47 yard return. With the
momentum now switching sides,
Gregg Barney began to go to the
air for yardage. After moving the
ball from the 50 yard line to the 15
of Capital, Wooster was halted
and forced to attempt a field goal
of 25 yards. As for the kicking
game, once again the Scots
couldn't find any points as the ball
could not find its way in between
the goal posts. This seemed to
have knocked the wind out of the
Scots as they were not able to
move the football down the field
razzle-dazzle-

Otterbein men's cross country
team ran away with the meet
nearly shutting out Wittenberg
and Wooster Saturday in
Wooster.
Otterbein won the meet with a

mere 16 points, (15 being a perfect
score), and captured first through
fourth and sixth place. Wittenberg
and Wooster battled it out for
second, but Wittenberg emerged
victorious with 52 points, while
Wooster finished with 68.
Otterbein's Marty Bums broke
the course record with the time for
25:40, a second better than the
previous record.
Senior Greg Tonian led the Scot
runners with his best time of 27:30
and finished 7th.
This is the best race he has run
aB year," said coach Tim Breiner.
"He foughfoff that Wittenberg guy
to win. He is definitely ready for
the conference."
Mark Dowdall again turned in a
- consistent
performance finishing
13th with a time of 27:55.
Hampered by a deep muscle
strain, Mark Elderbrock trailed
Dowdall for 14th. John Johns
came in fourth for the Scots and
17th overall clocking the time of
28: 16. Bill Jackson made his return
to the top five with an 18th place
finish. "I was happy to see him run
that kind of race," commented
Breiner. "I think he is back to stay

during either of their next two
possessions-Th- e
Crusader's were
able to connect for one more TD
with eight minutes left" in the half.
This score came on a
toss into the end zone.
This appeared to be the only
scoring in the first half, when
suddenly the Scots had a
break. Capital was punting
the ball and due to a super effort by
Dave Brown, he blocked the punt.
Two plays later,- Barney optioned
left and scrambled 27 uncontested
yards for the TD. Once again, the -ball didn't make it through the
uprights, leaving the halftime
score at 14-- This is how the game
ended, too, because of the
battle the two teams
displayed.
The Scots nextTattle is against
the Polar Bears of Ohio Northern, Agapitos Papagapitos tries to
who are a very physical team. The game this past Saturday. A.P.
nine-yar-

d

afterJSisjgjujgs-j'B-
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great-defensiv-
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TEIEAT YOURSELF
TO A HALLOWEEN

PIZZA AT

J

set his foot on the ball in the

Whether they
Scots record is
can finish the season with two .
victories and a wtnning season
depends on team pride.
3-- 4.

overtime periods to do it,
Saturday, Coach Bob Nye let all
available players see action in a
trouncing of Northern Division

huddled around each other and
"got psyched" for the overtime
periods. When the overtime
periods began, the Scots wasted,
little time winning. Freshman
standout Dave Jordanger scored
the winning goal by putting the
shot into the lower left corner of
the goal. The Scots showed" that
they had a strong offense, and that
they could defeat teams like ONU,
which was undefeated coming into

opponent

the match.

by Scott Nye
The men's varsity soccer team
outscored their two opponents by
the count of 11 1 over the past
week to up their record to a
They defeated
misleading

42.

9-- 0

o

"

Baldwin-Wallac-

e.

Against ONU, the Scots and
Polar Bears battled throughout
most of the game with neither
'team scoring. It was not until
under ten minutes left in the game
that the Scots did get on the
board. A.P. scored the goal with
the assist going to Steve Goodwin.
Wooster let the clock run down
but what looked like a sure victory
"was postponed. ONU scored with
just five ticks left on the clock,
sending the game into overtime.
After such a big let down, it
seemed as though the Scots had
lost momentum, but before the
beginning of overtime, the Scots

the
Against. Baldwin-WallacScots had a carnival. Each Scot
player had a chance to
demonstrate their talents to
e,

fVwvh Rob Nve. This is something
that they had not done until this
George
game. Scot
Mauser had a hat trick (three
goals) to lead the potent Scots
co-capta-

in

offense. Tom Mauser and

Agapitos Papagapitos had two
goals apiece, while Peter Bogle
and Bob Neff scored a goal apiece.
The final score was
Saturday, the Scots play host to
Heidelberg. Game time is set for 2
p.m.
"V

Wooster Jaycees

9-- 0.

i HAUNTED HOUSE
Vine St., Wooster
(Behind Kauffman Tire)

I

9-- 0

Frosh Jordanger Keys Overtime Win

Ohio Northern University
Wednesday, but took two

John Ciemins, here hustling as
usual, has been a key player for
the Scots. Photo by John
Ladner.

B-- W

scored two goals in the Scots'
rout of the Yellow Jackets. Photo by Jim Ladner.

2-- 1.

Wittenberg ran quite well and beat
us by 16 points, while they only
beat us by three points at the
meet," commented Breiner.
Early in the season Breiner
hoped to finish third in the OAC
for what he
Championships
considered a "one shot deal." Now
five meets later, he has changed
his prediction and hopes for fifth.
"Baldwin-Wallacis favored to
win, with Ohio Wesleyan and
Otterbein fighting it ' out for
second. Mt. Union should take
fourth, while fifth through eighth
will be very dose," said Breiner.
The men began their tapering
last week and cut back in their
quantity but not their quality. This
week Breiner will follow the same
strategy, adding a bit of speed
work. "I am going to cut back the
workouts because I want people to
be healthy and psyched. Mostly, I
am going to concentrate on mental
preparation this week," he said.
The men will travel to Ohio
Wesleyan Saturday for the long
awaited OAC Championships.

I
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Wittenberg and Wooster.
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much-neede- d

Scott Steffen ran'his fastest time
of the season with a 28:40. "For
anyone to have run his fastest time
of the season on our course, he
would have had to have run one
heck of a race," praised Briner.
Teammate Earle Wise again ran
well following Steffen for a 21st.
"It was really a race between

All-Ohi-

fl

--

Improved Scots.Place Third at Home
by Katharine L. Blood
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